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Tensegrity is a technology that can be applied to structures and its use can
influence the construction time efficiency and construction project management
in general.

However, a significant drawback for a systematic application of

tensegrity structures in the building construction industry is the particularly
complex geometry that engineers and architects have to generate, in a two or
three dimensional virtual or physical environment.

The objective of this

dissertation was the development of a computer based utility that will facilitate
the design professional to devise and construct a specific morphological variation
of tensegrity structure systems. The development of this utility was based on a
methodology that identified and included parameters that can be associated to
the schematic design and design development phases of a design project. The
main contribution of the developed computer program is the efficiency with
which virtual models of a tensegrity structure can be generated, facilitating the
designer in decision making during the design process. Emphasis was given on
vi

the

development

of

an

interactive

graphical

simulation/visualization

environment for the computer program. This feature assists in the generation
and modification of the numerical input, with parameters defined by the user,
and allows unobtrusive regenerations of alternate solutions within the computer
virtual environment.
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The word tensegrity is an invention: it is a contraction of the terms “tensional”
and "integrity". “Tensegrity describes a structural-relationship principle in which
structural shape is guaranteed by the finitely closed, comprehensively
continuous, tensional behaviors of the system and not by the discontinuous and
exclusively local compressional member behaviors. Tensegrity provides the
ability to yield increasingly without ultimately breaking or coming asunder”
(Fuller 1977).

A definition based on the mathematical properties of such

structures that are referenced as “tensegrity framework” is the following: “A
Tensegrity Framework is an ordered finite collection of points in Euclidean
space, called a configuration, with certain pairs of these points, called cables
constrained not to get further apart; and certain pairs of these points, called
struts constrained not to get closer together” (http://mathlab.cit.cornell.edu
1998). Of all the definitions, one characterized by its clarity and simplicity is
given by Pugh: “A tensegrity system is established when a set of discontinuous
compressive components interacts with a set of continuous tensile components
to define a stable volume in space “ (Pugh 1976).
The process of introduction of tensegrity technology in the built environment,
and more precisely in the construction industry, has been very slow. Design
professionals from various disciplines have been experimenting with tensegrity
1

but the number of actual edifices where this technology has been implemented
is minimal, given the many years since the concept first appeared in the form of
art and the term “tensegrity” was coined (Fuller 1962).

Figure I.1. Buckminster Fuller’s tensegrity dome of his 1962 patent, R.B. Fuller, “TensileIntegrity Structures,” U.S. Patent 3,053,521, Nov. 13, 1962, (Gabriel 1997).

The geometric and conceptual complexity of this type of structures is a very
important factor affecting their development and the nonimplimentation of the
concept to date (Hanaor 1997). In a pilot study conducted in 2002, practicing
architects in the Dallas area were presented with virtual models and depictions
of tensegrity structures in order to examine the possibility of promoting the type
of structure. Some of the concerns that they voiced when presented with the
idea of building a tensegrity structure were the absence of building codes,
training for designers and construction workers, insurance issues and financial
risk (Corgan 2002). The most important concern in this endeavor, however,
was the visualization of the structure by the designers (Corgan, Hanaor Op.
Cit.).

The anticipated inefficient design process would drastically affect the

performance against schedule and the potential gains of the design firms.
2

Ariel Hanaor’s claim – substantiated by the above pilot study – led to the
conclusion that it was essential to obtain an efficient tool to assist the design
professionals in generating tensegrity geometric forms. The use of traditional
computer aided design methods by the largest part of the industry was addressed
during this research. An advanced tool was needed to relieve the designer from
spending time configuring geometric shapes and reproducing them in form of
vector drawings.

Instead, the designer should be able to define a set of

parameters that will determine the targeted geometry and allow the computer to
perform the calculations and produce the virtual model automatically with no
further input.
A tool the designers would need to resolve the above mentioned problem is a
parametric computer aided modeling program that will allow the user to make
decisions, provide numerical results, and generate a virtual model within a
Computer Aided Design environment. Once a virtual model is constructed, the
generation of detailed drawings will be attainable.

I.1. Introducing a New Technology in Construction
In a study on the promotion of new product or a new technology to the market,
Geoffrey Moore defines the issues addressed by a series of potential clientele and
denotes the antitheses in the priorities set by each group (Moore 2001). With
reference to a technology such as tensegrity, and its application to the
construction industry, it can be seen that since its introduction, it is still
addressed by the group Moore defines as “Innovators”. The minimal number of

3

works that have already taken place indicate that this technology is within the
primary stages of its life cycle.

Figure I.2. The normal distribution of the life cycle of a new technology and the “chasms”
between the market groups (Moore 2001).

There is, however, a subtle nuance when it comes to defining a potential market
group in the construction industry. Construction takes place after an entity is
designed. Design can be a complicated process as it involves cost estimation,
issues of aesthetics, structural performance, timing, permits, and many more
issues. The clientele can not be determined by any other way except through
the identification of the designers. After all, the designer is chosen by the actual
client.

It is safe to presume that the clientele of design firms that would

promote a specific product will likely be the market to address this new product.
Whether the target is the actual clientele or the group of designers that can
identify to this new entity has relatively little effect on the decision making of
the innovators who will resolve problems and make an initial concept become a
tangible reality. It will be more efficient, in fact, if the designers were the first to
be more comfortable with a new product as they will be at ease promoting it to
4

the clients, rather than the clients anticipating that the designers will engage in a
new technology in the construction industry.

If innovators can engage into

resolving issues of future marketing, their work will be significantly limited. The
driving force behind the results innovators bring to light is not associated to
marketing and financial compensation but to the sake of moving technology
forward.
In the construction industry, vis-à-vis most other technologically oriented
industries, there are many similarities, and yet a few important differences in the
way any potential clientele may respond to technological or practice changes.
Given the sequence of operational steps in a design/construction process, it is
implicit that the adoption of a new technology in construction should firstly
take place within the milieu of the designers, who will in turn promote their
design ideas and the advancement of technology to their clients.

I.1.1. Defining the chasms
The market of technology is divided in the different types of clientele that
behave and make decisions based on different sets of values.

Each type of

clientele may associate as a group, to a certain period of the development and
the process of maturity of a product. All technologies have a specific normal
distribution (or variations of a normal distribution) that can be similarly
regarded, with the different groups following essentially the same sequence and
very similar sets of demands and standards. The most important part of this
distribution is the chasm that is generated between the groups following this
5

standard sequence. The definition of these groups is given by Moore where he
describes best the needs and demands of each group of potential clients.
The first group is defined as the “innovators”. These comprise the group that
thrives on experiment with new technology.

They do not make a very

significant percentage of the market. Instead, they will invest time and effort in
developing ideas to materialize in some context. The innovators are the initial
driving force that will produce results and that will be a good reference to the
next group, the “early adopters” or “visionaries”.
The second group – the early adopters – can be easily perceived as a more
significant body of clients.

The innovators may be more of a group of

researchers, or people who will produce rather than buy. The early adopters are
those who will buy or get the original idea and have a vision on how to translate
it; to make it work in a way to produce a significant leap that will bring them to
the cutting edge. They will risk things in order to achieve exceptional results.
They are otherwise called the “visionaries”.
The group of the visionaries, however, does not give a good reference to the
third group, the “early majority” or the “pragmatists”. The latter, instead of
aiming for exceptional results after taking risks, they opt for improvement in
their established methods of work.

Discontinuity is not their favorite term.

Nonetheless, they are somewhat tolerant of the idea of becoming technologically
competent and want to keep up with what happens around them. More so,
they may even pursue different directions from within their field, given the
advantages of the technology they accepted.

The important benefits in the

promotion of a new technology come with the “pragmatists” who constitute the
6

early bulk of the market. Instead of dealing with the errors within a system,
they will demand a few improvements, not a fundamental breakthrough where
they will envision a potential for an “order of magnitude” ROI (Ibid.)
The fourth group, the “conservatives” are interested in high tech that
unconditionally provides the desired results, needs little or no maintenance, and
is definitely not very costly. The conservative market consists of those who
would prefer to recycle rather than maintain. They opt for the prefabricated
solutions or the buildings that are produced by developers where all the
construction technology has already been tested and recycled several times and
has reached near perfection by the time they use it.1 This group can not afford
the luxury of taking risks with experimental conditions in their practice.
Finally, the “laggards” of the construction industry constitute the group ready to
immediately reject any condition that alters the routine methods they have
always used. They will accidentally purchase it if it happens to be there without
their knowing that it is incorporated within what they invest in. With reference
to tensegrity technology that is so new in the construction industry, and with
the years of development that are needed to reach the point where it will be
integrated as an essential component within a structural or construction system,
this group represents a statistical null hypothesis.

1

The term “near perfection” suggests technological perfection, not necessarily material or quality
control.

7

I.1.2. Tensegrity Crossing the Chasms
The different groups can be associated with potential clients through
unembellished application of the definitions. Even groups who promote very
advanced thinking, like the idea of constructability, may find themselves in a
dilemma, having to choose between being “innovators” or “late majority” to
“laggards”. On one hand, we see a modular aspect of tensegrity structures and
how it can be applicable to the more efficient procurement and field operations
once a standardized methodology is developed. 2 On the other hand there is an
important disruption to known field methods and techniques together with the
introduction of a totally new structural system that will, in its turn, bring about
more design delays to architects and engineers. Those who can develop this
forward type of thinking, who can see the possibilities within the construction
industry, are certain to be a group that will help in the generation of creative
ideas that may lead to remarkable results.
Tensegrity is a technology that at this early stage has very seldom been used
only by the earliest group, the innovators. However, in the case of this type of
construction technology, having a global view of the market, we can not expect
either the early or the late majority to be particularly interested in such a type of
structural system. Instead of a global overall view of the market, it will be more
appropriate to see the inner sphere where potential applications of tensegrity
structure can be applied and recreate that same form seen in figure I.2, with
2

. Liapi developed a modular method of designing tensegrity structures that serves both in terms
of morphological design as well as in construction technology (see following chapter).

8

relatively similar distribution.3

There are alternative types of structures to

tensegrity in the targeted potential market, which leave little margin in imposing
tensegrity systems in any specific applications.

Furthermore, the type of

structures within which tensegrity technology may be applied in the near future,
is not expected to set or become a new standard that will flood the construction
industry.
The main idea of promoting this system is its development where at least one
major characteristic of the design will be of such importance that will render the
whole project successful. For this purpose, the characteristics of this structure,
beginning with the design on the computer, and ending with the way the fabric
will cover the structure or with the appeal it will have to the end user, have to be
assessed against any other structures that are available in the market. Out of
those, the strongest points that have the most appeal have to be developed and
emphasized. The weakest point(s) that may make this technology unappealing
to the any potential clientele will need to be resolved. Overcoming the weakest
points may not necessarily constitute a resolution but will likely produce an
acceptable proposal to the construction industry.
The potential advantages that a tensegrity structure can offer to the risk takers
of the construction industry are as follows:
•

It can be a modular system (Liapi 2002 patent application)

•

It can be deployable4

3

. The indefinite term “relatively similar” is applied because it would be impossible to visualize
how specific groups will correspond within this embodiment.

4

. Deployability is a potential feature of Tensegrity structures and research has been geared
toward that direction (Hanaor 1992).

9

•

There is a potential minimized risk in accidents and ease of construction5

•

An aesthetic appeal of a new structural form may be attractive to clientele.

Although only the first three are practical tangible advantages, the fourth may
potentially be the one most design firms and clients will want to associate with
in order to promote their business. Nevertheless, the disadvantages need to be
addressed in order to be resolved at least to the extent where the realization of
this type of designs will be feasible. The major disadvantages for tensegrity
structures is the design process due to very complex geometry (Hanaor 1987).
The design process, as it pertains to a specific objective result regarding defined
dimensions and geometric qualities, seems more like an impracticality due to the
very time consuming geometrical calculation process, unless an automated
computer method can be developed for that purpose. If the design process is
resolved, the interest in application of these structures in the construction
industry may become a reality.

Preliminary drawing studies and 3D CAD

models of tensegrity structures performed at an advanced CAD course at the
University of Texas department of Civil Engineering, revealed that a design
process of tensegrity structures using conventional CAD methods can render a
project financially inefficient. Specifically, given standard office approaches for a
rate of design time that can be allocated for a project at a specific budget, the
designers will need a significantly higher amount of time in order to complete
the design of the initial geometry of these structures. It is anticipated that with
standard
5

office approaches the number of calculations and the iterative

. This is applicable to the modular type) where the construction workers can assemble the
structure on ground level (Liapi 2001 patent application). It may be noted that most fatal
accidents occur due to falls from heights (OSHA 1995).
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processes necessary to generate presentation and construction documents
necessitates timing significantly higher than the standard allocated. 6

I.2. Parametric, computer assisted design
One of the most anticipated transformations in the field of professional design
will be the advancement of Computer Aided Design to a more intuitive and
effective tool. The use of CAD in the late 80s has become an everyday reality
with products by AutoDesk holding the leading edge in the level of distribution
and popularity. The advantage of these software packages was that of giving the
user the power to generate raw forms of vector format drawings, substituting the
traditional drawings for presentations and for construction documentation. The
three-dimensional capabilities of the early software were as minimal as the users
were ready to apply.
Early CAD software was seen as a tool that would produce results similar to
those that the designers would put on paper using traditional drafting methods.
The approach in preparing CAD software was to take the traditional process of
drawing and give it certain advantages; whichever advantages a computer could
generate at the time. Nevertheless, end users were contemplating about the long
learning curve, and how long it would take to produce a finalized drawing. That
is due to the fact that the technology implemented was not computer aided
design but some sort of electronic drafting (Aish 2000).

6

. This was concluded after using a standardized form of determining amount of design workhours based on project budget in a large Dallas design firm (Corgan Associates).
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At a later stage, CAD packages introduced the use of objects that carry
attributes associated to physical qualities of materials. This was not successfully
implemented in most packages and uses, although the above mentioned is an
important aspect to the adoption of advanced decision making within the CAD
environment. What software developers were not taking into account was the
process where the designers use a calculator, a series of notes, scribbles of
equations and other parameters that lead to decisions for the design project.
Traditional CAD as we saw it in the early 90s, has mostly been a drafting tool
that would only take over the final stage of the process. The drawing tradition,
which represents building in 2D, with different representations of the same
design split across multiple independently editable documents, “inhibits
consistent management of design and the use of analytical tools” (Ibid). Even in
three dimensional modeling, when that was incorporated in CAD, software
assistance for the designer in decision making was insignificant. Some basic
issues were incorporated within few software packages where lighting conditions
and sun angles according to latitude and at different times were addressed. It
was, however, only up to the designer to use them if he knew how to use these
features within CAD programs.

In more recent years some more advanced

features like “parametric modeling” and association to 4D has appeared, but it
has not become the industry standard yet.
The main concern is the progression out of the transitional mode of drafting and
the use of the power of computers in design process. Insofar, the integration of
computer assisted decision making was not regarded necessary for the groups of
professionals that Moore defines as “Early majority” and “Late Majority.” The
former consider the adoption of a new technology once it is tested and it is
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proven that it will be beneficial to them The latter will adopt a new technology
once it is evident that they can no longer keep themselves in the market without
it, and it will have to be foolproof (Moore Op. Cit.). The process of decision
making can not always be perfect, but professionals using assistance in decision
making during a design process will have a definite advantage, especially in cases
where numerical values can be overwhelmingly indicative. In addition to this
type of assistance, the generation of predefined parametric forms within the
CAD environment will only improve the efficiency of design process; a process
known of its trial and error character where recycling and amendments are
unavoidable.

Tensegrity structures, being characterized by their geometric

complexity, constitute an example where mathematical formulation and
computer generated designs are the only feasible method to produce their
geometry. The integration of parametric systems and decision processes within
a CAD environment in order to process the design of tensegrity structures will
assist the application of such systems in the construction industry.
Earlier research work has identified and demonstrated the geometric principles
and rules that apply to curved tensegrity configurations (Liapi 2001 IEEE). In
the same work, a method was also proposed for generating domical tensegrity
networks by integrating constructive geometry procedures with computer aided
design tools. Yet, the generation of virtual models of alternative spatial
configurations following this method remains a very time consuming process,
which can discourage the architects and engineers who wish to utilize tensegrity
technology.
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Liapi’s, being a step by step method it is not devised for automatic generation of
virtual models. Thus there is a need for the development of this approach to
a formulation of this geometry within a computer code that will be applicable
to any set of objectives and priorities defined by the designer.

I.3. Hypothesis
Intelligent design can resolve issues related to geometry that will render the
design of tensegrity structures feasible and efficient. The painstaking process of
numerous calculations that define the initial geometry of tensegrity structures
can be replaced by an automated computer route. This automation will offer
designers an important advantage in the design process of tensegrity structures.

I.4. Motivation
Address and resolve the main issue that proscribes designers, architects and
engineers, the efficient design process of tensegrity structures. An important
hurdle toward a future systematic use of tensegrity technology within the
construction industry will be abolished through the use of the power of
information technology and intelligent CAD by resolving the initial geometry of
tensegrity structures.
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I.5. Research Objectives
The main objective of this research was the development of an interactive
computer software program that can generate parametric virtual models of
tensegrity structures within a CAD environment, constituting a substantial aid
for the process of design of projects incorporating this type of structures. The
three sub-objectives of this research, which are intended to support the main
objective, are as follows:
•

The developed computer program will provide the user with numerical values for
the initial geometry of the structures that will be generated, based on parameters
given by the user. The program will also provide the user the flexibility to make
alterations and iterations of the process at will.

•

The developed computer program will empower the designer/user with
automated generation of virtual models within a computer environment allowing
the user to visualize the result.

•

Verification of the precision of produced results through systematic and random
testing of multiple virtual models will take place.

I.6. Research Scope
This research is geared toward the development of a computer program that can
facilitate the designer through the “Schematic” and “Design Development”
phases of a design process. The computer program will aid the designer by
calculating the initial geometry of square base double layer tensegrity structures,
for three types of forms; spherical dome forms, cylindrical vault forms, and flat
slab forms (fig. I-2). The developed computer algorithm will be integrated to
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commercially available Computer Aided Design software but will also function
as a standalone program that will provide numerical values to the user. Those
numerical values will be useful to generate computer models in all available
software, whether it is a CAD application or any other type of application that
can generate structural forms in any virtual format. In determining those forms,
no material analysis or deformation calculations will be performed. Materials
will only need to be assigned by the user as an initial approximate set of data.
Those data will be exported to the CAD program in order to establish a visual
condition of the virtual 3D model. It will also be possible to export these data
to another data file in order to perform a stress analysis using other software if
and when this is decided by the user.

Fig. I-2. Three forms of tensegrity structures to be addressed.
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I.7. Research Methodology
The methodology for accomplishing the objectives of the proposed research can
be described by the following three main steps:
•

Define the initial geometric relations of each type of structure form with respect
to parameters that will constitute geometric variables.

•

Translation of the initial structure geometry formation to an interactive
algorithm within an interface supported by available software.

•

Transformation of algorithm to a software program

•

Integration of program into commercially available software and test for:
•
•

Geometry calculations,
Test of code performance and reevaluation generation of virtual
models.

The following flowchart diagrammatically depicts the followed research method:

Chart II-1. Flowchart of the research methodology.
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I.8. Dissertation Organization
The organization of this dissertation’s chapters is set as follows:
In chapter I there is a general background evaluation for the potential
introduction of tensegrity technology within the construction industry, a
definition of study hypothesis, objectives, scope of the study and the
methodology to be followed.
In chapter II there is a more specific background study of tensegrity morphology
and technological development, and literature review of computer methods for
modeling complex geometry in building design.
Chapter III is focused on the geometry and formation of double layer tensegrity
systems, and on geometry discrepancies.
Chapter IV

is focused on an analysis of the methodology followed for the

program that will solve the initial geometry of the square base double layer
tensegrity structures.
Chapter V explains how the program functions and communicates with the
CAD system, and how it forms an interactive interface.
Chapter VI gives an analytical series of mathematical processes that are
performed within the program and clarifies how various data available determine
which of the methods suits best the needs of the user.
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The above is followed by the basic results and the conclusions of the testing of
the software in chapter VII. Individual tests for every process and all results are
included in appendix II.
Finally in chapter VIII the conclusions of the entire study are presented making
direct reference to the functionality of the proposed computer program.
Recommendations for future plans, extending the initial scope close the final
chapter.
The organization of the chapters is indicated graphically in the following chart:
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Chart II-2. Flowchart of the organization of dissertation chapters.
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Chapter II
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Kenneth Snelson invented tensegrity by designing the first sculptural forms
based on the principle of having no compression members connected. The most
well known is the “Needle Tower” he designed in 1968, a 60’ x 20’-4” x 17’-5”
structure located in the Smithsonian Institution Sculpture Garden in
Washington D.C. (figure II-1)

Figure II-1. Kenneth Snelson’s Needle Tower in the Smithsonian Institution Sculpture Garden.

Subsequently, Buckminster Fuller invented the term tensegrity, a combination
of the terms “tension” and “integrity”, and further developed the concept

7

Kenner developed mathematical methods and an approximate technique for
designing tensegrity spheres with a diamond topology, opening a new chapter in
7

. The first tensegrity model was built by Snelson but, as the term “Tensegrity” was coined by
Fuller, a controversy was caused on who should be credited as the founder of this idea.
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the concept of tensegrity technology, departing from the design and
construction of towers or masts (Kenner 1976).

Kenner conducted the earliest

geometrical analysis on prismatic and spherical tensegrity systems in 1976. He
demonstrated the relation in prismatic systems between the rotation of the
prism and the number of struts in the system. Emmerich also developed a
systematic method of deriving tensegrity forms from a range of Platonic and
Archimedian polyhedra (Hanaor 1997).
Within the construction industry very little has taken place with regards to
applying tensegrity technology.

Methods of analysis of various forms of

tensegrity structures have been under development by researchers like Pellegrino
(Pellegrino 1986), (Vilnay 1990), Hanaor (Hanaor 1987), Motro (Motro 1992)
and others. Motro and Hanaor conducted studies in form finding and stiffness
testing. For the analysis of these structures two methods are most applicable,
the stiffness method and the more advanced dynamic relaxation method that
was developed specifically for tension structures. For tensegrity structures, those
methods need to be applied in an iterative manner where prestressing is
calculated repeatedly to generate the final form of the structure after deflections
take place.
In terms of construction technology, modularity and deployability are potential
applications of these structures and therefore some research is focused toward
that direction. A recent example was the Swiss Expo of 2001, where tensegrity
structures were designed by Passera & Pedretti Engineers in a technologically
advanced manner implementing computer technology for automatic deployment
and adjustment of an integrated dynamically controlled system.
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II.1. Tensegrity Morphology
II.1.a. Single Layer Forms
After the sculptural applications of Snelson and the experiments of Fuller, the
works of Vilnay, Motro and Hanaor have become notable.

Oren Vilnay

developed a single layer tensegrity system. In his single-layer technology, the
struts extend between perimeters (figure II-2) instead of being vertically
suspended within a perimeter, generating a sphere form (figure II-5).

This

example, however, has only remained a study design and so far it has not been
used in a commercial scale application (figure II-2). The single layer geometry,
lacking the depth of its double layer counterpart (see following sections), is
characterized by a typical “membrane” self supported structure issues of stability
and vibrations, a subject Vilnay specifically engages on in his work on analysis
and design applications (Vilnay Op. Cit.). “In Fuller’s dome (figure I-1), as
spans increase and curvature decreases, bars quickly come into contact with one
another if module size is to be kept to a reasonable value. This is avoided in
Vilnay’s concept at the cost of increased bar lengths” (Hanaor 1997).

Figure II-2. A single layer Tensegric shell model by Oren Vilnay (Vilnay Op. Cit.) .
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II.1.b. Double Layer Forms
Defined by prismatic units, (figures II-3 and II-8a), double layer tensegrity
structures signify a conceptual departure from the membrane character of the
single layer forms developed by Vilnay.

“Tensegrity prisms are three-

dimensional self-stressing cable systems with a relatively small number of
disjoint compression members” (Oppenheim 1997). The most simple and basic
form of a tensegrity unit consists of three compression rods and nine cables
under tension (figure II-3). With the disjoint geometry the bending moment in
the compression bars is minimized, leaving only axial stresses to govern the
structural design. Furthermore, the disjoint geometry dampens the vibrations
that can be caused by lateral forces (Irving et. al. 2001). Researchers developed
several variations of tensegrity structure forms. The variability is based on the
methods of assembling units in different ways, determining a specific type of
unit proportions, locations of connections amongst units, and by the selection of
different variations of prismatic forms, e.g. triangular, square, pentagonal etc.
The parallel surfaces on top and bottom of the tensegrity unit are referred to as
bases, as in all prismatic units. A prismatic form tensegrity unit like the one in
figure II-3 can be refered to as “prismatic tensegrity unit of triangular base”.

Figure II-3. Single prismatic tensegrity unit of triangular base.
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II.1.b-1. Square Base Double Layer Node to Node Form
René Motro has been developing a different approach to the design of tensegrity
structures by challenging the importance of disjoint connections. He forms a
series of tensegrity prisms that are connected in a node to node formation
(figure II-4). The following figure indicates the formation of a flat tensegrity
“beam” where the upper bases are connected along the full edge – including the
nodes – and the lower bases are connected to a point node. This formation has
a simplified unit geometry where the lower base width (LBW) and the upper
base width (UBW) satisfy the following relation:
LBW

2
2

⋅ UBW
(2.1)

Figure II-4. A node to node formation of square based units, identical to the type studied by R.
Motro (Kahla, 2000).

Motro’s configuration of compression bar to compression bar connections is
characterized by the following:
•

Bar independency is lost.

•

Configurations are simpler

Motro’s morphological variation introduces the use of compression bar to
compression bar connection for the advantage of geometric simplicity and
continuity of cables.
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II.1.b-2. Triangular Base Double Layer dome Form
Hanaor placed emphasis in the development of the initial geometry of dome
tensegrity forms and conducted studies and load tests on a domical formation he
developed (figure II-5). In developing a tensegrity form, Hanaor used the simple
triangular prism and an assembling method where a number of units were
arranged in a disjoint manner. Hanaor conducted tests and developed methods
of analysis of pin jointed geometrically rigid and kinematically indeterminate
structures, within which category tensegrity structures can be classified as well.
He developed an algorithm based on the flexibility method for optimum
prestressing of pin jointed assemblies which he applied to tensegrity structures
(Hanaor 1988). In the formation of the geometry of double layer tensegrity
structures, he developed a triangular base dome configuration where he has
experimentally verified the major features of triangular unit networks on the
basis of stiffness (Hanaor 1987) (figure II-5). In the experiments performed on
this specific configuration, it was evidenced that the structure can withstand
external loads even after cable rupture occurs, a feature he refers to as structural
redundancy.

This happens due to the way the structure is assembled of

individual units, with the rupture of one unit not affecting the integrity of the
others.

The structural redundancy however does not reduce the negative

features of large deflections, long buckling prone compression bars and low
structural efficiency (Hanaor 1997).
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Figure II-5. Geometry of Ariel Hanaor’s dome form

A connection method similar to Hanaor’s was used by Allain Chassagnoux of the
Ecole d’Architecture de Nantes in France. Chassagnoux developed a software
that calculates displacements on tensegrity structures using the finite elements
matrix method (Chassagnoux 2000).

Figure II-6. Drawing of the Upper base connections on a structure based on triangle base units
(Chassagnoux 2000).
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II.1.b-3. Square Base Double Layer Curvilinear Form
At the University of Texas at Austin, Department of Civil Engineering,
Katherine Liapi has developed a method of assembling square based tensegrity
prisms.

Based on Hanaor’s concept of connections, Liapi proposes curved

configurations from identical prismatic tensegrity units of square base instead of
the triangular base units that Hanaor and Chassagnoux consider. The objective
set by Liapi was the possibility of generation of variable curvatures in two
perpendicular axes (figure III-7) vis-à-vis the possibility of only one type of
curvature that the triangular based units can generate as we see in the example
of the works of Hanaor and Chassagnoux.

Figure II-7. a) Perspective view of a virtual model indicating arrangement of units based
on a biaxial method identical to which the meridians are applied on the
terraqueous globe (Kazi 2001).
b) Physical model with arrangement similar to previous (Liapi)
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II.2. Tensegrity Technological Developments
Although very little has been done in terms of resolving issues of actually
transferring this technology to the construction industry some research has been
carried on by Hanaor, Motro, Liapi and others. One major feature that the
researchers considered is deployability of tensegrity systems.
Chassagnoux developed small scale deployable tensegrity models using
expandable aluminum rods. Those models are used mainly for validation of the
calculations performed by the software used at the Ecole d’Architecture de
Nantes. Besides the purely academic approach by Chassagnoux, where the units
were expandable and deployable for reuse and reconfiguration at the level of
scaled modeling, Hanaor has considered developing deployability technologies.
He developed a deployable system by applying telescopic characteristics to the
compression bars and the use of air pressure to deploy the structure. In a model
built under technologically modest conditions, the telescopic bars were sealed
with O-ring seals. Set in the contracted position they were deployed by the use
of air pressure supplied by a simple bicycle pump. At the scale of the model, the
flexible bars compensated inaccuracies in construction.

Although the

deployment of a scaled model was successful, an anticipated problem in
Hanaor’s model, has to do with the technical difficulties in the deployment of a
full scale structure, as scale is a critical factor for mechanical devices in general.
In addition to that, another problem that would occur in the systems developed
by Hanaor and by Vilnay, has to do with the organization of the parts once a
structure is disassembled. Although Hanaor’s structure can be credited as more
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structurally stable than the single layer networks developed by Vilnay, they both
share a problem related to the deployment. Once the structure needs to be
disassembled, there is no mechanism to prevent a potential disorder of tangled
loosened members lying on the ground. In terms of deployability, the most up
to date example that has been implemented was a computer controlled structure
that Passera & Pedretti have developed with Motro.
The concept of compression members joint to compression members, developed
by Motro, has been applied for the development of smart structures and used for
the pavilions of the Swiss Expo 2001 by Passera & Pedretti Consulting
Engineers.

These structures have been developed with many technological

advancements, in order to be automatically deployed and adjusted.

An

important concern that arises is the issue of node to node connections. These
types of connections are susceptible to the stresses applied to them through the
mechanically controlled joints, and can transfer moment to the compression
bars.

In the case of the Swiss Expo, the concerns of stresses on joints and

transfer of moments to the compression bars, that were eliminated at the initial
conception of this technology, were brought back for the benefits of
deployability automation and dynamic control of stresses.
Liapi has developed a method for the rapid assembly of tensegrity structures
composed of prismatic tensegrity units of square base, employing a pattern of
deployability mechanism that will prevent the result of loose cables and
potential entanglement of the elements.

On-site assembly of deployable

tensegrity units is the main feature of the method. Liapi’s system also addresses
issues of safety and ease of deployment by the use of hydraulic jacks or small
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scale cranes, permitting the assembly of the structure from the ground,
minimizing the risks for worker’s accidents due to exposure to heights.
Reusability and variability are another advantage of the morphological variation
developed by Liapi. The ease of deployment and disassembly of units facilitates
the repeated use of units for ephemeral structures (figure II-8) (Liapi 2002,
Patent Application # 5119-07202). This approach is considered in this study in
order to develop methods of forming a structure based on already existing units,
allowing variability in the overall structure dimensions while the basic units keep
their original form (see Chapter VI.1.a., 1.c., 2.a., and 2.c.).

Figure II-8. a) Built example of double layer square base unit
b) Full scale prototype model.

Tibert and Pellegrino, at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm and
University of Cambridge, respectively, demonstrated a mechanism of automated
deployment of tensegrity masts.

Those may have very different type of

applications in the aerospace industry rather than construction. The developed
model was also statically and dynamically analyzed and proved to be stiff axially
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but weak in bending, whilst the lack of stiffness during deployment was a noted
issue (figure II-9).

Figure II-9. Rod-controlled deployment of eight-stage mast by Tibert and Pellegrino (Tibert 2003).

II.3. Geometric Modeling for Complex Geometry in Building Design
With a system as geometrically and conceptually complex as the tensegrity
networks, a systematic approach of form finding becomes necessary for any type
of design process, especially the geometric formation of the structure.

The

following are the state of the art methods that help designers resolve specific
problems for individual projects.
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II.3.a. Geometric Method of Defining Structural Forms
According to Chris William, “the limit of what can be done using geometry is
the mathematical knowledge and imagination of the individual” (Williams
2003).
In a more abstract and ready to apply approach, a method called “Formian
algebra” developed by Hoshiar Nooshin can be used to find a complex form. A
software program was developed for this system at the Space Structures
Research Centre of the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of
Surrey at Guildford UK. In particular, Formian may be employed to generate
information about various aspects of a structural system including element
connectivity, nodal coordinates, loading particulars, joint numbers and support
arrangements. The information generated may be used for graphic visualization
of the structural system or may even be submitted as input data to an analysis
program (Nooshin 1991).

Figure II-10. Example of parametric transformations on a dome form using Formian algebra.
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This method generates complex forms at a condition of node to node
connection. If an attempt is made to apply this method for the generation of
double layer tensegrity forms, the variation advocated by R. Motro (Figure II-3),
or a variation similar to the one designed by Passera & Pedretti could be
reproduced within a Computer environment.

However, in a more pure

application of double layer tensegrity structures, like those of Hanaor or Liapi,
the Formian method would not be applicable as connections are not applied on
nodal points. Instead, the points where units are connected are dynamically
altered in terms of translation and rotation within the local and global space in
order to produce curvature and/or size adjustments to the overall structure.

II.3.b. Physical Method of Defining Structural Forms
Another method for form definition is the physical method, taking into account
the established known loads on shell structures, while the two tensile or
compressive and the one shear stress are unknown. Based on three equations of
equilibrium, one in the direction normal to the surface and two in plane with
the surface, signifies that shells are statically determinate if the overall boundary
supports permit (Williams Op. Cit). The objective set within this process is to
establish a structural geometry where any lack of support or inappropriateness is
resolved through the final form.8 Physical models were used in the past by
Antonio Gaudi and Frei Otto. A transformation of those physical models to a
8

. Chris William defines an inappropriate shape or lack of support within a shell as a
“mechanism” and that form finding is the process of establishing a structural geometry to carry
a particular load.
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set of production drawings during Frei Otto’s time was possible through the use
of optical, photographic methods (figure II-10).

Figure II-11. Use of physical models and photography for the recording and transformation to
2D imaging (Otto Op. Cit.).

The method of transforming a physical model to an editable drawing, however,
has advanced greatly with the use of CAD systems. In more recent times and
with the use of more advanced technology designers like Gehry partners
predetermine an initial geometry using built models and then translate and
refine that initial geometry using computer technology.
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II.3.c. Sculptural Method of Defining Structural Forms
Williams presents a series of processing steps that were followed by Branson
Coates and Buro Happold, in the transformation of a piece of sculpture to a
virtual model within a CAD environment. A grid was initially drawn on the
sculpture, and that was traced into CAD in forms of spline curves. Curved
surfaces were constructed out of curved patches within the CAD environment,
similar to the finite elements developed for the analysis of shell structures (figure
II-12).

Figure II-12. Original piece of sculpture with drawn lines and a computer generated set of
sections through the sculpture (Williams Op. Cit.).

The architectural firm of Frank O Gehry in California utilizes this method of
designing. At Gehry’s workshops the initial geometry is formed on built scaled
models – based mostly on esthetics and, to a certain extent to the functionality
of the building – and transferred to a computer system by the use of a three
dimensional form scanner. After a series of points is transferred into a computer
model with the use of software developed by the French aerospace industry, the
generated surfaces are transformed into CAD solids and a series of analyses take
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place for the generation of quadrilateral facets that will describe the final
geometry (figures II-13 and II-14).

Figure II-13.

Traced physical models developed within the Computer Aided Three-

Dimensional Interactive Application (CATIA) environment.

Figure II-14. Triangulated surfaces can describe any freeform shape, but are economically less
advantageous than equivalent surface structures built of quadrilateral facets (El Croquis, I
88/89, 1998, ACADIA 2002).
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The translation to quadrilateral facets takes place in order to simplify the
construction of these geometrically challenging forms.

It should be noted

however, that this is an unorthodox method of developing a designed structural
form where the form is already set as a teleological concept and a method of
documenting it is applied. A sculptural type of form, although optimized for the
construction industry with the use of quadrilateral surfaces, is inconsistent or
antithetical to any intention of applying constructability and modularization.
Furthermore, this sculptural method of form definition is likely to be asymptotic
to the structural qualities of a built entity.

This often becomes an issue

architectural critics and academicians contemplate about when it comes to the
designs of Frank Gehry’s firm. The built entity is an assembly of three parts: the
interior built spaces, an exterior skin that does not portray the interior functions
or spaces, and an intricate structural system that will support the two. This
arrangement is judged as a disintegration of what was traditionally viewed as a
homogeneous built entity.
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II.3.d. Mixed Methods of Defining Structural Forms
Design firms like Foster and Partners use more coherent method or combination
of methods of parametric design where structure forms emerge out of a more
systematic analysis.

Once design problems are identified and studied, a

geometric configuration is developed in order to resolve a well defined problem.
An example of the way this firm addresses such issues is the new covered area of
the British Museum.

Figure II-15. The British Museum Great Court.
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For the generation of the geometry of the covered area, software developed by
Williams was combined with MicroStation, the CAD program developed by
Bentley systems, and a coherent design for a lightweight glazed roof was
produced. The design concept that was followed was that “Form finding is the
process of establishing a structural geometry for a mechanism to carry a
particular load” (William, 2003).

The above statement actually imposes a

mixed, geometric and physical approach. An original set of constrains was set
and end result was envisioned by the designers who developed a unique
geometrical configuration to accommodate their objectives.

Figure II-16. The British Museum Great Court Roof, the initial grid a processed “relaxed” grid
and the final grid of steel members (Williams Op. Cit.).

Figure II-17. Original and final mathematical function for the generation of the grid for the
British Museum Great Court Roof (Williams, Ibid.).
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II.3.e. Methods of Defining Tensegrity Structural Form
No explicit methodology in the development of single-layer tensegrity domes
was developed by Vilnay or anyone else. In typologies or formations like the
one of figure II-5, most elements are identical and the forms could be developed
in a parametric manner.
A methodology that can define double layer tensegrity structure forms will have
to be geometric since all the relations amongst the elements are set by
predefined geometric rules. Double-layer tensegrity systems that are based on
the form of a single unit are parametric designs. Nevertheless, none of the
methods that are available in the industry or in academia resolve the parameters
and the geometry of double layer tensegrity systems. A partial solution can be
achieved by the use of Formian but that is only limited to defining the geometry
of either one single unit or the specific variation used by Motro that challenges
the definition of the term “tensegrity”.9

Liapi developed a method of defining

the way square base double-layer tensegrity units can be assembled to generate a
spherical dome form by defining the geometric loci where the bases of
overlapping tensegrity units meet. Based on Liapi’s observations a geometric
approach for the investigation of the spatial configuration of tensegrity
structures of spherical shape has already been developed (Liapi, 2001).
Specifically, fundamental geometric principles that govern the generation of
form in tensegrity networks are demonstrated. A method for the generation of
spherical tensegrity networks, based on the integration of CAD tools with
Descriptive Geometry procedures has been developed. This approach takes into
9

. Pedretti & Passera’s model falls in the same category with the type used by Motro.
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account all of the interrelated parameters in the design of a tensegrity network,
such as proportions of units, overlap of upper and lower unit bases, etc, and
proposes a step by step graphical procedure that follows constructive geometry
methods. Kim identified a detail in the method that would allow the generation
of cylindrical vault forms instead of spherical domes (Kim, Liapi 2004). Yet, no
specific methodology in terms of systematic series of processes that can be
recorded and repeated, leading to a final structure configuration, has been
established so far.
Liapi’s approach does not provide numerical values as a step by step method and
is not devised for automatic generation of virtual models. Thus there is a need
for a development of this approach to a formulation of this geometry to a code
that will be applicable to a set of objectives and priorities given by the designer.
Once the initial geometry of these structures is set, an iterative process of
analysis, verification of deformations and readjustment of prestressing can also
be developed.

Hanaor denotes that there are two phases in the process of

structural analysis and form finding. Phase I is the shape-finding procedure that
determines the equilibrium geometry of the network. Phase II is the iterative
process of readjusting the prestresses in order to readjust the displacements of
the members due to external loads. This iterative process takes place until the
final form conforms to the initial objectives.
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Chapter III
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III.1. Structure Geometry
The approach followed for the automatic generation of the geometry of
tensegrity structures has been based on

geometric principles and rules that

apply to all configurations developed by Liapi and presented

in chapter II

(Liapi, IEEE 2001) . Liapi has explored and demonstrated geometric principles
that determine form-generation in double layer tensegrity networks.

These

principles apply to all regular geometric configurations composed of identical
square base prismatic units (planar, spherical, and cylindrical). A key issue in
determining the configuration of a network was the construction of geometric
loci which allowed for studies on the effect of each one of the interrelated
parameters in the design of a tensegrity network, such as proportions and
dimensions of units, upper and lower unit base overlap, circumference or
curvature etc. (Figure III-1)
In this study, departing from these geometric principles and rules, the geometric
relationships that characterize various morphologies have been further explored
and described.
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Axis of unit rotation

a. Defining the direction of the axis of rotation of adjacent units

b. Defining the locus of lower-base sides

Loci
Intersection

c. Defining the locus of lower-base meeting point and unit rotation angle

Figure III-1 Resolution of tensegrity geometry (Liapi, IEEE 2001).

The square based units allow the generation of perpendicular regular axes, thus a
condition of curvature on one axis becomes possible. This however, allows the
option of generation of a single curvature on one direction against no curvature
on the perpendicular axis; generating a vault shape structure (figure III-2).

Figure III-2. 3D virtual model of a sample vault structure form.
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In order to analyze the way units are connected some terms had to be
established in order to facilitate the setting of relations and equations that would
be developed for the geometric design of these structural configurations:

III.2. Unit Geometry
On the primary unit, Chassagnoux has already used the term upper and lower
bases for the areas on the top and the bottom of the unit. Therefore the terms
“Upper Base Width” and “Lower Base Width” (UBW & LBW) were used in the
equations and in the program that was compiled. The height of the unit was
given the symbol “h”. The compressive bars length are symbolized as “Lc” after
“Length under Compression”, and in the same manner the length of each one of
the cables under tension was symbolized as “LT” (figure III-3).

Figure III-3. 3D virtual model of a single prismatic tensegrity unit of square base.
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Once these terms are established, the equations that can yield the values of each
one of the above mentioned dimensions can be generated. Of all these, “LT” is
considered as the least important to be used as a decision factor in the design of
a single unit.

A “solver” program was to be developed that would give the

designer/user the capability to determine three out of the four most important
values and the fourth would be calculated.

The value of the LT, being of lesser

significance in the whole geometry, is only given as a calculated solution but not
as a predetermined option in the solver. The equations of the basic unit are as
follows:

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

In terms of geometry design, the Lc is the least perceivable to the designer but it
also happens to be the most determining design factor as the compressive
members, once formed, will allow relatively less modification. Instead, cables
can be cut and replaced on site if necessary. Therefore, the Lc was set as the
first factor provided to the designer to determine.
As this set of equations may be used by a number of individual decision makers
in an automated fashion, it is necessary to note that even though the equations
are simple in terms of forming, inverse processing may easily lead to imaginary
mathematical conditions, which may cause a terminating error in a computer
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program. An example would be the attempt to define the values of the Lc, the
UBW and the h in order to solve for LBW. If the values given satisfy the
following condition,
2UBW + 8h > 8Lc

the equation for the LBW yields imaginary values. Therefore some automatic
adjustments had to be established for the “solver” function to avoid such
occurrences from taking place. Specifically:
•

An “If” condition is applied that automatically readjusts the value of Lc to at
least equal the value of “(2UBW + 8h) / 8”.

•

A Monte-Carlo simulation was performed to generate an approximate minimum
safety relation between the h and the Lc.

Although this is not a precise

condition, it would satisfy most applicable and useful10 unit formation.

Vanguard Decision Pro Software was used for the simulation generated. The
structure of the models is shown in the following diagram (Flowchart II).

Chart III-1. Vanguard Decision Pro Monte-Carlo simulation model used for the determination
of a minimum average relationship between the values of “Lc” and “h” for the formation of the
basic square tensegrity unit.
10

. The term “useful” refers to a condition where the geometry of the unit would allow the
generation of an actual structure, in terms of geometry, before a structural analysis would be
conducted.
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The simulation produced five thousand iterations of randomly applied values
that would yield a safety factor above 85% with uniform distribution of values
of UBW and LBW that would satisfy geometric requirements. Three different
models were set and the results are given in the following table:

Chart III-2. Vanguard - Decision Pro Monte-Carlo simulation results. Three models were used
and a rounded value higher than the average mean relation of Lc/h was set to 1.4.

Given the above results, an approximate safety condition was set for calculations
to avoid mathematical issues of imaginary numbers. The three models were
based on conditions that would yield results of units with at least a minimal
height. The set safety condition is not anticipated to operate in case values
given are set to specifically generate unrealistically flat units that will actually
minimize the double layer character of the structure.
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III.3. Assembly
The method of assembling the prismatic tensegrity units of square base
determines the general form of the structure. The following diagram of two
units connected depicts the necessary relations that determine the rotation
between two units in a dome form.

Figure III-4. Diagram of the primary data necessary for the calculation of the geometry of the
dome general structure.

The process, already described in figures III-1 and III-4, needs to start from a 2D
plan view where at least two units are located side by side with one having a
shift toward the y axis, relative to the other in order to determine the gap (or
overlap) between the two lower bases (figure III-5). This is determined as the
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distance of rotation (Drot) that the units need to travel by rotation (not
translation) at the level of the Lower Bases while the Upper Bases remain
connected. The point of connection and pivot point for the rotation is the
middle point of the common edge of the Upper Base as seen in the previous
diagram.

The direction of that rotation needs to be set along the line that

connects the centers of the Upper Bases (Grayline) as seen in figure III-5.11 The
Grayline defines the points of connection as well as the “Hinge” angle,
perpendicular to which the rotation amongst the units takes place. A rotational
move suggests a curvilinear path of an arc. However, the value that is necessary
for the calculations is actually the chord of that arc, which can be seen in plan
view. The “Hinge” angle was named after the actual effect it gives, where two
units rotate with respect to one another around a point. The effect is identical
to that of a “hinge”. The actual “hinge” angle allows the units to rotate in such
a way that the RAX axes (see figure III-4) set perpendicularly from the center of
either the upper or lower bases of both units, meet at a point, instead of
extending asymptotically toward infinity. The point where the RAX axes meet
is there where the rotation angle “γσ” (gamma sigma) is set.12

11

. During the research process, the line that connects the Upper Bases was drawn by pencil to
be distinguished from the rest. As it was kept in gray color it was called “Grayline” for reasons
of easy identification.

12

. Since this variable is used extensively the letters gamma sigma were used in order to avoid
the default Greek letter “θ” (theta) that is applied to angle values,. The letters derive from the
Greek equivalent of the term “rotation angle”.
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Figure III-5. Plan view of four units before rotation.

The above condition satisfies the geometry of the dome and the slab, both of
which have uniform curvature in both x and y axes. The particular characteristic
of the slab is that the Drot needs to be equal to zero (0). Further study for the
dome and the slab forms is provided in chapter VI.

The geometry of the

cylindrical vault allows curvature on the x axis and no curvature on the y axis,
i.e. the curvatures along the x and the y axis are unequal. The specificity of the
vault configuration is that along the y axis there is no curvature. The same
condition that is evident on the y axis of the vault form is evident on both the x
and y axis of the slab. The Hinge angle is not set by a line that connects the
centers of the Upper Bases. Instead, in order to determine to the “Grayline”,
after the Upper Opening Ratio (UOR) is established, a line is drawn between
the connection points of a cluster of four units.

The “Grayline runs

perpendicular to the previously drawn line, generating offsets to the points
where the ends of the Radius Axes would have met. A geometric analysis of the
vault configuration is given in the following diagram (figure III-6):
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Figure III-6. Plan view of four unit cluster before rotation in vault configuration and Section of
a vault structure after rotation with enlarged view of RAX connection points indicating the
effect of offsetting in the structure’s span.

The specific characteristic of this structural system was resolved by J. Kim (U.T.
Civil Engineering PhD candidate, 2002) with reference made to the method of
geometric modeling he used (Mortenson 1985). This characteristic necessitates
the use of two RAX axes, each located at the offset point. The offsetting and the
skewed rotation of the units however, produces a propagating effect on the
structures dimensions. Although the final form a structure will assume after the
deformations due to gravity differs from the initial geometry, this propagating
effect was considered significant enough to be determined precisely in order to
calculate the total structure span (figure III-6 and III-7). However, the effect
was considered insignificant in terms of the geometric height of the structure
(figure III-6).13

13

. For the mathematical relations on the geometric configuration of the Vault form see
Appendix I.
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Figure III-7. Plan view of a row of units in vault configuration indicating the effect of offsetting
in the structure’s span.

Provided the results of the vault configuration it can be deduced that the double
curvature is an open option allowing not only one curved axis and one following
a straight path but both axes having curvatures, dissimilar to one another. The
effect of offsetting can generate a Gaussian curvature (figure III-8).

Figure III-8. Preliminary study of negative Gaussian geometry produced by double layer square
base tensegrity units.
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III.4. Geometry Discrepancies and Limitations
As noted in the figure of the preliminary study of the Gaussian geometry, the
connections can generate deformations in the geometry, skewing the initial
geometry of the unit – before any further deformations due to loads take place.
The only forms that can be produced perfectly in terms of geometry are the
vault and the slab, i.e. those that perfectly satisfy the earlier mentioned
condition of offsetting (figure III-9).

Figure III-9. A (9 x 4) unit arrangement in vault formation, indicating the offsetting and no
unit overlap.

The spherical dome form can be produced perfectly with no deformations only
at the scale of a 2 x 2 unit cluster. Any further expansion will generate an
overlap of edges. Therefore any attempts for generation of a structure that can
be applied in construction will need to have a very limited overall curvature
(figure III-10).

Through a number of performed tests on the geometric

configuration of dome forms, it was estimated that on an average basis, the total
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angle of rotation should not exceed the scale of 45° to 50° depending also on the
number of units applied along the central axis of a structural formation. No
actual structural analysis tests were carried out to give a conclusive set of results
that will have a priority in defining a set of geometric limitations.

An

algorithmic process of structural analyses combined with a developed program
that provides geometric formation and a method setting the two in a Monte
Carlo simulation can yield more precise and conclusive results that can be
applied in the design process of these structures. 14

Figure III-10. Two dome models set at total rotation of 48° and 135° respectively. Severe unit
overlap is noted on the second model.

The overlaps amongst units in the dome forms occur due to the fact that a
spherical form can not be produced by an assembly of planar square surfaces.
14

. This is a process suggested for future plans as the scope of this study remains limited to the
initial geometric formation of these structures. The Monte-Carlo simulation is suggested due
to the large number of variables that can determine the geometry and the structural
performance of these structures.
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Instead, only an arrangement of hexagons and pentagons can produce a form
close to a sphere. Nonetheless, an arrangement of planar square surfaces can
produce a cylindrical like form like the one seen in the previous figure. For a
spherical form it should be taken for granted that a proportion of overlaps
toward the outer edges will take place. The designer may determine the limit of
overlaps acceptable for a final product. The geometric relations of the Gaussian
double curvature structure form has not been examined but this formation will
also fall in the category of forms that will generate overlaps amongst the units
comprising it. This is due to the fact that by the moment the linear axis of the
vault or the slab formation is transformed to a curvilinear one, the overall form
can not satisfy the earlier mentioned offsetting rule.
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Chapter IV

pqor`qrob=lc=qeb=dbljbqov=dbkbo^qflk=pvpqbj==
IV.1.System methodology
The computer program needed to address various methods of processing data,
each of which may correspond to the needs of the designer. The program is to
be used as a decision making tool, enabling the user to iterate processes and
make fine adjustments that will satisfy the agenda of parameters set by the
project designers.
As the program will start the user will determine the type of structure that will
be developed and the method of development. There are three development
methods enabled within the interface for the dome and the vault form, and two
methods for the slab form. The first method is based on the overall structure
dimensions where the user defines the total dimensions of the structure and the
program calculates the dimensions of the units.

The second method is the

inverse of the previous one and is based on the unit dimensions and the
connection openings between units. With this data, the program calculates the
dimensions of the structure.

A third one is a hybrid of the previous two

methods. In this case, the user determines the unit dimensions and the overall
structure dimensions, letting the algorithm perform a series of calculations and
iterations to determine the connection openings among the units and yield a
curvature as close as possible to that determined by the users initial input. The
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hybrid method will optimize a condition for the best type of connection for a
defined curvature. For the slab form which has no curvature the hybrid method
can not be utilized.
Once the data is submitted by the user, a calculation command can be activated
and the result data will be posted within the program interface. Accordingly, the
user may decide to keep the calculated data, or to iterate the process by altering
some or all the data, or even follow a different design process. The data may be
all cleared so new data can be inserted or kept and have only some data
modified, and another processing cycle can be triggered.
Once a final decision is made by the user/designer, the data can be saved and
exported to a temporary file in order to be used by the CAD software.15 The
temporary file will be eliminated from the temporary folder each time the
program begins. This decision of incorporating this specific feature was made in
order to avoid the possible clutter of temporary files within the hard drive of the
computer. The following flowchart gives a diagrammatic interpretation of the
processing method:

15

. A “save” function that will store all necessary data in a file that can be used another time is
available. The saved file will store data necessary for calculations of the geometry, and the user
can define the location of these files. This is not the same type of file that will be sent to a
temporary folder to be accessed by the CAD program. The latter will only store the necessary
data that can define within the CAD interface the calculated resulting geometry.
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Chart IV-1. Flowchart of the method the program operates.
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In summation, the operation methodology followed within the developed
algorithm is as follows:
•

Choice of type of structure

•

Choice of method for problem resolving based on available data

•

Data input

•

Data process

•

IF returned data satisfactory – Definition of materials
•

Export data for CAD 3D process.

•

ELSE – Modify input data and reprocess until data is satisfactory

•

Definition of materials

•

Export data for CAD 3D process

IV.2. Methodology for the Interactive Automated / User Guided Processes
A number of processes had to be established for efficient methods of generating
the desired geometric form. For those different methods, the user needs to
provide the necessary parameters for modeling the design. An important
advantage of the structural systems considered is that units can be deployable
and reusable (Liapi 2002). Therefore, an option of defining the dimensions of
units that are to be reused, or are already built and will be reused, was prime.
The two factors that determine the form of the structure are the form of the
basic unit and the connection of the units, which is directly related to the gap
generated by the assembly method of the units (figures. VI-4a & VI-4b). The
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variable used for this purpose is the “Upper Opening Ratio” (UOR) which is
defined as the percentage of the length of the upper base of the unit that does
not overlap with the unit next to it.
For the processing of data, a designer is lead to choose a method to resolve the
geometry of the structure. The choices are the three earlier automated modes of
processing:
•

Geometric Design Method Based on Structure Size.

•

Geometric Design Method Based on Unit Dimensions.

•

Hybrid Geometric Design Method.

The development of a fourth process that will optimize the geometry and
determine the number of units for better structural stability is set within the
future plans.

It can be prepared and activated after statistical results of

systematic analyses are available, provided that those results lead to a conclusive
methodology to be followed.

The method will be incorporating the main

principles of the one based on structure size.

IV.2.a. Geometric Design Method Based on Structure Size
The first process will require the following data to be provided by the user:
•

The maximum height of the structure,

•

The length and the span of the structure,

•

The height of the individual units,
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•

The number of units along each axis,

•

The Upper Opening Ratio (UOR).

The program will return the characteristics of the units in numeric values and if
the user accepts those values, the geometry will be generated within the CAD
interface. There will be one automated process option but once the numeric
results are returned, the user will have the opportunity to modify some
parameters and reiterate the process, either in the automatic or a manual mode,
before allowing the program to generate the CAD model.

IV.2.b. Geometric Design Method Based on Unit Dimensions
This method will allow the user to generate the geometry of a unit. Three of
four variables will need to be provided by the user so that a solver function will
return the fourth variable and the unit form will be determined. Besides the
process for the dimensions of the square base prismatic tensegrity unit, the user
will determine the following:
•

The number of units to be inserted on each directional axis that will determine
the length and width of the structure (dome form will have same value on both
directions),

•

The Upper Opening Ratio (UOR).
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IV.2.c. Hybrid Geometric Design Method
The program will determine a maximum and a minimum number of units that
can reach the height and the width of the structure and determine the UOR and
number of units which will yield the optimum result. The possibility of having
the exact structure dimensions will be rather slim and the program will provide
the option of modifying one of the main characteristics of the basic tensegrity
unit. If the user opts for no modification, the program will provide an optimum
solution after a series of iterative adjustments. If the user allows a modification
of the unit’s geometry, the solution will be quicker, but this implies that the
cables of the units will be regulated and the compression bars readjusted. For
this process, the user will need to submit the objective data (or aspired results)
which are the following:
•

All the dimensions of the basic unit

•

The objective structure span,

•

The objective structure length16, and

•

The objective structure height.

16

. For the case of the dome formation, an adjustment is made where the span is replaced by the
term “diameter” and the length is not given as an option.
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Chapter V

dbljbqov=jlabifkd=`ljmrqbo=moldo^j=
V.1. Protocols and choice of programming language
At an initial stage, the use of Visual Basic programming language was considered
appropriate for the development of the tensegrity construction tool. Among the
advantages of the above mentioned programming language were the ease of use
and the quick learning curve, but primarily the capability of an interactive
interface.

Although other languages were considered more powerful in terms of

numerical processing, e.g. C. C++, and Fortran, all of them have a more linear
type of process that does not aid the user in altering data and processing
methods. As this tool was produced for the use by a designer, a linear process
was considered inappropriate. In order to have an efficient design process a user
needs the flexibility of altering data values at will within an interactive
environment.

The DOS environment of the above mentioned programming

languages would render this process inefficient.

The data could be entered

interactively at the beginning, but once the process is finished, if the result is not
satisfactory to the user, a full set of new data would need to be entered again in
order to iterate the process as many times as necessary.
The issue that arose at a later stage was the difference between the pure Visual
Basic (VB6) with the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). The initial objective
was the generation of an application not so much to be used as a standalone
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program, but mostly for the automated generation of the form of the structure
within the CAD environment. Yet, the transfer from one type of Visual Basic to
another one was considered beyond the scope of the original objective. The
purpose was to have one application that could function outside, but above all
within the CAD environment. Thus, two alternative options were considered
initially:

•

Keeping the VB6 program as a stand alone and within the application to
communicate with MicroStation via the COM object model to create the
structures. A VBA facility to create MS elements could be used from an external
application using the VBA object model.

•

Build the application to work as a server. The DLL would be used by an MS
VBA application from inside MicroStation. The user interface would be in MS
VBA so it would seem totally integrated into MicroStation.

Bearing in mind that the program would be more useful if it could be integrated
not only to the primary CAD environment that was initially thought for but to
be possible to integrate to any other CAD program, it was considered more
appropriate to select the second option.

After reevaluation of the available

options, the first option seemed more of a complete and independent solution.
The main application could use the utilities and tools of the CAD program and
autonomously create the drawings in the CAD format. However, the inability to
have visual access to the end result rendered this option ineffective. Therefore,
the second option was initially adopted. A small VBA application within the
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CAD environment would call the existing program that would be DLL enabled
and once the calculations were finished, with the activation of the “Transfer to
CAD” button, the numerical values would be transferred to the VBA application
within the CAD program.17 From that point, by the launch of the “Execute in
CAD” command, the structural form would be generated. Once all this was
decided a DLL connection was generated, and the programs were ready to be
integrated. Yet, a third option which would simplify the process seemed the
best solution, provided that during installation certain directories were used for
data file exchange and that the main application and VBA applet were properly
installed in the appropriate directories. The third option was of simple I/O of
temporary files and it seemed to be the most efficient. A “Shell” function was
created in the VBA applet within the CAD program, calling the executable
program that was recently compiled.18 The executable program would work as a
standalone anyway, and a button with the command “Transfer to CAD” was
added to it. Within this function, values were set to be exported to a default
drive and directory on the hard disk of any Windows based computer.
Specifically, the file “C:\Temp.Tensegrity.tmp” is generated and all the necessary
data for the generation of any of the types of structures is incorporated within it.
17

. (DLL) A library which is linked to application programs when they are loaded or run rather
than as the final phase of compilation. This means that the same block of library code can be
shared between several tasks rather than each task containing copies of the routines it uses.
The executable is compiled with a library of "stubs" which allow link errors to be detected at
compile-time. Then, at run time, either the system loader or the task's entry code must arrange
for library calls to be patched with the addresses of the real shared library routines, possibly via
a jump table., Source: http://www.hyperdictionary.com/dictionary/Dynamically+Linked+Library

18

. The set of commands are as follows:

Private Sub ExecuteProgramCommand_Click()
Dim stat As Integer
stat = Shell("D:\Archi\MicroStation\Workspace\System\vba\Tensegrity\Tensegrity.exe", 1)
End Sub
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After exporting the calculated results to this file, the user can close the main
program and return to the CAD environment. The VBA applet can immediately
import all those values and perform a CAD modeling construction task
according to the definition of the type of structure given by the main
application. There are three minor advantages that the “Shell” command gives:

•

A minor time advantage by skipping the intermediate DLL connection between
the CAD and the SDTFDU.

•

The “Shell” command is embedded in the VBA and the VB6 so no further
compiling process for the main application is necessary in case any changes and
amendments are needed to be made to either the main application or the VBA
applet.

•

The number of necessary files, executables, links, libraries etc. was more limited
and made the installation of this set of components easier on any Windows
based computer system. I/O temporary files would only be created automatically
with no user intervention.

Given all the options and the processes, it is still evident that the user friendly
environment of Visual Basic 6 and it’s similarity with VBA made VB6 a choice
more favorable than any other available programming language. Although the
DLL interface would allow connection with any Windows based program and
the “Shell” command option could activate any program whether written for the
Windows or DOS environment, the use of two programming languages as
similar as VB and VBA allowed more efficient use of time to compile the final
applications.
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V.2. Input & Output
During the design of the VBA form that the user would have within the CAD
environment, an option of initial generation of a simple unit without the
generation of a whole structure was decided. Although the VBA application is
less powerful in terms of capabilities from the primary application, this option
was considered as an appropriate aid to the designer user in order to visualize
the unit geometry.

This option was promoted to an embedded option that

allows the user to export to a temporary data file that the primary application
would automatically import at its launching. This addition actually established
a two way communication between the CAD VBA program and the primary
application that was eventually abbreviated to “SDTFDU” for Square-base
Double-layer Tensegrity Form Design Utility. The two way communication of
the applications makes the design process more efficient.

V.3. The Square-base Double-layer Tensegrity Form Design Utility
(SDTFDU) Interface Structure
The interface of the primary application needed to be as user friendly as
possible. The complexity of the actual form of the structures and the level of
difficulty of visual perception of those forms necessitated that special care was
applied so that a layperson could operate the SDTFDU.

After the initial

“splash” screen, that also incorporates the agreement form, the main application
form becomes available to the user. There are three main tags that define the
type of operation that will be performed; the dome, the vault and the slab.
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Within those there are three or four tags that allow the user to choose the
method to be used. Those are the following:
•

Optimal Structural Stability Method

•

Geometric Design Method based on Structure Size

•

Geometric Design Method based on Unit Dimensions

•

Hybrid Geometric Design Method

Setting the hierarchy of the tags was done based on the anticipated level of
employment by the user.
The first option is a modified version of the second method, allowing the
program to determine the number of units and the dimensions of the units, as
well as the thicknesses of cables and bars. At this point it is, and will remain,
inactive until statistical results from a series of structural analysis experiments
are provided, allowing either the development of that method, or the total
removal of that option.
The second option allows the user to determine the general structure dimensions
(Length, Span, Height, and Unit height) as well as the opening ratio between
the units that form the curvilinear axis (UOR2).19 The program calculates the
unit dimensions that will satisfy the overall geometry requirements.

This

method is useful in a situation where no actual units are already available and
the user will have the opportunity to specify to the fabricator the dimensions of

19

. For the vault form there is one curvilinear axis and one linear axis. For the dome and the
slab form there is single or no curvature thus on both axes have identical characteristics.
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the units in order to cover the area that has already been determined for the
design.

Figure V-1. SDTFDU in Geometric Design Method based on Structure Size mode for dome
form.

The third option is an inverse condition of the previous, i.e. the user determines
the dimensions of the basic unit, the Upper Opening Ratio (UOR), and the
number of units that will be used. The program calculates the dimensions of the
overall structure. This option is useful for the case where the units are already
available and the user has determined a specific geometric relation for the units
and needs to calculate the coverage this arrangement will provide.
Finally, the hybrid process allows the user to determine the characteristics of the
basic unit and the objective coverage of the general structure. The program
calculates the UOR that will satisfy the objective geometry. There is however a
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chance that the data given by the user may lead to an impossible condition
where no method of connection of the pre-determined units can generate the
objective overall structural dimensions.

The program will perform iterations

until the objectives are met as close as possible. This is most useful when the
units are already available and an approximate coverage is determined, so the
user seeks the optimal connection arrangement among the units.
In all the tagged pages – each of which allows a different method of calculating
the data for the geometric configuration – the editable text boxes need to be
filled by the user. If any data is missing, during the calculation process the
program will interact with the user by bringing up a message box asking for that
missing data.

This type of feature, that prevents accidental failures due to

missing mathematical values, was considered very beneficial, especially when a
systematic testing will need to take place and the user needs to repeatedly input
a number of data and clear them. The “Calculate” command is always located at
the same place in every tagged page although each one of them hides behind it a
very different process. For ease of use, a “Guide” command is located right next
to the “Calculate” command; operating as a form of help file that corresponds to
the process that the user is about to engage on.
Construction Management Data Estimation is an additional feature provided in
the front frame of the program. The estimated data result from the quantities of
materials, the average time it takes workers to assemble the structure, and the
monetary value of materials and work-hours.
On the bottom of the screen is a series of functions available to the user. The
“Clear All” command erases all the data and replaces them with null value. A
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graphic view of two units connected will become available to the user as a future
addition to the software.

For the time being the “See Graphic” function is

inactive. The “Estimate materials and labor” is an interactive function where
the user will be asked to determine work-hour compensation, monetary value of
materials in order to obtain an estimated cost for the construction of the
structure and an estimation of the time necessary to assemble the structure once
the material is available. The default function of the program is the transferring
of data to the VBA Applet.20 As this transfers the necessary data, there is an
interactive safety routine, verifying that all necessary data is available. If a preexisting file was loaded, the user will be prompted to perform a calculation of
the data before the transfer. Also, the program prompts the user to provide the
type of metal used and the thickness of the compression bars and the cable
thickness. For practical purposes, the cable thicknesses are provided to the user
in a predefined set of values placed in a drop down list.21 The “Cancel/End”
command terminates the program.
In the main menu, there are a few useful commands, like the opening and saving
of a file, the option to export data for a general structural analysis, and in the
help menu, there is identification and the version of the software. The option of
saving a file is set to keep all the data necessary to generate the geometry.
However, it was not considered suitable to incorporate management data since
materials and cost may vary according to many factors like location or time.
Saved files carry the “tns” extension and although they are fully functional
20

. The “Enter” key or the “Spacebar” key activate the default function unless a tab key is used
to transfer the selection to another item within the form.

21

. The cable diameters were taken from the ASTM A 475 – 98 Standard Specifications for
Zinc-Coated Steel Wire Strand Table 2.
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within the application, their actual format is that of asci text.

Every saved

variable is identified and followed by a brief description so that any user can
open the file in a text editing software and verify the data. A sample of some
recorded data as they are saved in asci format is provided below:
h=1.20000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=18.112 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=18.112 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=3.65087 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis

In setting up the algorithm loop functions were avoided as much as possible
when a mathematical result was necessary.

Although loop functions would

ultimately work, inversion of equations was always preferred for the advantage
in calculation process time and the higher precision of the results. However,
many times a loop process was necessary in order to attain an optimum result,
or in cases like the “Hybrid Geometric Design Method”, a series of iterations in
a loop process was part of the actual method.
Within the application, units of measurement or a system of units like the SI
(metric) or the imperial system of feet and inches, is not implemented. For the
only case where specified units are incorporated within the program, they are in
mm, and that is for the thickness of the cables (see previous note). That is
because the sizes of cables are preset. The values given to the variables within
the SDTFDU will be translated to the main units used within the CAD
environment when the “Transfer to CAD” command is activated. For visual
purposes, the user can apply any approximate measurement for the cable
thickness in case imperial units are used within the CAD environment.
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V.4. The VBA Applet
V.4.a. Structure of the Applet
The VBA Applet was designed to be limited to commands within the CAD
environment. The purpose for its creation was to activate the SDTFDU from
within the CAD environment, and once the calculations were processed, to
receive the raw data from the SDTFDU and translate it to a virtual model. The
CAD commands sometimes tend to be long and heavy to process, so no further
calculations or loop processes were encompassed within the VBA applet, besides
a more basic version of the “Unit Solver” function. A full version of the solver is
used in the “Geometric design based on Unit Dimensions” and the “Hybrid
Geometric Design” routines of the SDTFDU. The “Unit Solver” allows the user
to generate a single unit within the CAD environment, or to transfer the
geometric data of the unit into the SDTFDU. This allows the pre-visualization
of the unit’s geometry before it will be used for geometry computation within
the SDTFDU. Besides the “Unit Solver” there are three principal routines that
the Applet performs which are the generation of the actual forms of the
structures: spherical dome, cylindrical vault, and flat slab form.

Secondary

routines, like the generation of levels or the rotation of views were compiled
within the applet, in order to aid the designer in better visualizing the structural
form.

These secondary routines take place by default, whether the user is

generating a dome, a vault, or a slab.
For functional and presentation purposes certain views need to be opened.
Therefore, the first sub-routine that takes place is the opening of four views
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within the computer environment, and the rotation of some so that there is a
plan view, an isometric view, a front and either a side or an oblique side view.
The reason the fourth view may be oblique is related to the type of structure.
For a spherical dome or for a straight slab, an oblique view is more informative
to the user (figure V-2).
For the structure to be formed a pilot unit is created first.

That unit is a

compilation of all the elements – cables, compression bars, etc. – all grouped
together to work as a single element. Once the pilot unit is created, it is copied,
rotated at specified angles and translated to specified distances to compile the
structure in its entirety. For a dome form, there is only rotation and copying,
for a flat slab there is copying and translation, and if the structure is a vault
there is copying and rotation to form the initial arc and then copying of the arc
and translation to form a continuous vault.

Figure V-2. 3D Virtual model developed of a 9x9 unit slab configuration.
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For a cylindrical vault form, it is more useful to have a frontal and a side
elevation (figure V-3). The commands are set in such a fashion so that if the
four views are closed they will be activated and open, or if they are open, they
will simply remain open.

Figure V-3. 3D Virtual model developed of a 9x9 unit vault configuration.

The second sub-routine that takes place is the creation of CAD levels (layers)22.
The levels that were considered for the generation of the models are the
following:
•

Upper Base

•

Lower Base

•

Radius Axis (RAX)

•

Cables, and

•

Compression Bars.

22

. Levels or layers are the CAD equivalent of old fashion tracing paper overlays. Each level can
represent a specific type of material, e.g. plumbing, electrical signs, cavity walls, etc.
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Due to the fact that the RAX is only useful for the generation of the geometry,
the RAX level is automatically turned off so it becomes invisible once the model
is created. The RAX elements would be of no use to the user unless he wants to
manually manipulate some part of the model, in which case the level can be
turned on again. (figure V-4)

Figure V-4. 3D Virtual model developed of a 9x9 unit dome configuration. The RAX level is
activated.

Also, the Upper and the Lower bases can be considered as imaginary elements
since they represent the square area on the top and the bottom of a unit. That
area can be filled with fabric or any other material, although it is not necessary
for the designer to set that fabric covering precisely within those square areas. It
is however very useful for the user to see those areas when the model is rendered
as it gives a much clearer picture of precisely where each unit is located.
Therefore the program is set to keep the bases visible to the user, together with
the compression bars and the cables.
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The line thicknesses and the color coding are determined from the SDTFDU,
corresponding to different materials the user wants to apply for the structure.
That data is tracked and parameters are set immediately so that the pilot unit
will be created.
Due to the relatively limited potential of VBA it was initially considered
inefficient to set the applet to generate more than nine units along the curved
axis of dome or vault structures. This is due to the fact that the number of “If”
statements and the length of a routine, became longer than VBA would allow.
An option of having three different commands for the structures was
contemplated but considered impractical. The main problem was encountered
in the dome form only. It would have been possible to remove the vault and the
slab functions and add the option of a 10 x 10 dome. The implementation of
more than 10 x 10 option would actually necessitate a new function for even
larger size domes. Thus, the structure forms were limited to a maximum of nine
units on any curved direction. This did not constitute a serious problem for the
dome form since a form of more than nine units is rare to use, let alone the
major problem of overlapping in dome forms. It is however possible to have
unlimited series of units along the non-curved axis of a vault or spanning on
both x and y directions of a slab form. A problem may occur in case the curved
side of a vault should have more than nine units. The vault configuration does
not generate overlaps in either the straight or the curved direction, so a number
of units higher than nine may be of use.
Particularly for the dome form, a large set of predefined angles needed to be
embedded within the applet. As mentioned earlier, the slab form is created
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within the applet by simple copying of elements and translation. The vault form
necessitated a set of angles for a maximum of nine units, together with the
translation due to the offsets of the axes. However, the dome forms are created
by a preset number of angles. Data relevant to the rotation of each unit are
imported by the SDTFDU. The specificity of those preset angles is that all units
have to fit correctly along the edge they form. On a 3x3 arrangement, it is
obvious that the angles will be 0°, 45°, 90° etc. This division in half however is
not the method that would allow the units to fit within a larger structural
assemblage. Specifically, in a 5x5 cluster, the units will need to be arranged in a
sequence like the following: 0°, 26.565051°, 45° and the rest as shown in the
following figures. The intermediate angle in this case is not the 22.50° but the
angle that will divide the sin of that length by two, placing the intermediate unit
in the very midst of the central unit and the edge unit. Since those angles are
non variable they were set as predefined non variable data within the applet
covering any type of division between three units and nine units for both odd
and even number of units (figures V-5 and V-6). The development of a formula
that would dynamically calculate those angles was considered unnecessary as it
would only take more computer memory resources and slightly delay the
process, whilst it would consistently return results that will be identical to those
shown in the figures.
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Figure V-5. Diagram of angles applied for intermediate units for odd number of units
assemblages in dome configuration.

Figure V-6. Diagram of angles applied for intermediate units for even number of units
assemblages in dome configuration.
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VBA applets are recognized by MicroStation as macro-commands. A simple
module calls the applet form. As the applet is named Square_Base_Tensegrity_
Utility, the command to activate it is: “Square_Base_Tensegrity_Utility.Show”.
The user can set the applet to load within the MicroStation interface
automatically by the time that MicroStation starts by loading it once and
checking the “Auto-Load” option in the “VBA Project Manager” interface (figure
V-7). 23

Figure V-7. MicroStation VBA Project Manager with “Auto-Load” turned on.

The “Auto Load” feature allows the user to call the applet automatically from
the macro list menu (figure V-8).

23

. The set of menu commands to launch the VBA project Manager is: Utilities -> Macro ->
Project manager.
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Figure V8. MicroStation Macro dialogue. The Applet is available after the “Auto-Load” option
was activated.

However for more easy access, if more frequent use of the program is required, a
customization within MicroStation allows the user to have a default button that
will activate the applet without the number of menu commands (figure V-9).24

Figure V-9. MicroStation Application Customization and icon and command line editing
dialogue.

24

. The series of menu commands for that process is the following: Workspace -> Customize ->
Tool Boxes (Tag), Edit Tool Box -> Select option “Create New Toolbox” -> Name (provide
name for Toolbox), -> (Interface for icon design opens) – Design an icon and in “Key-in”
space type: vba run (name of vba applet). Optional additions: A user can provide a brief
description of the use of the applet and a brief tip that will be activated once the cursor is
located on top of the icon.
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V.4.b. Operation
Once the applet is running, the user can generate a single unit using the “Unit
Solver” and by choosing the “Generate Unit” function within the applet, create
the geometry of a single. The data will automatically be transferred to the main
program.

The second and more advanced option is to use the “Execute

Program” function that will bring the main program to the foreground for a
calculation of the initial geometry of all the structure (figure V-10).25

The

“Execute Program” function also erases any possible pre-existing data in the
temporary directory.

Figure V-10. Square Base Tensegrity Structure Utility applet on MicroStation VBA.

After the calculations are completed in the main program, a default function to
transfer the data can be activated and within the applet. The user needs to
25

. The term “initial geometry” is used as the geometry that will be produced does not calculate
and portray the deflections due to weight.
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activate the “Import Calculated Result” function and then the “Execute”
function. Those two are set in inactive mode by default until the “Execute
Program” has been activated (figure V-10). The reason for that is because the
data files will not exist in the temporary directory until all the above are
executed. Without the data files, the “Execute Program” command would lead
to a software error and an automatic failure of the application. The entire CAD
modeling takes place after the “Execute” function is activated and the views are
set to fit the virtual model.

If the user chooses, the option to erase the

constructed model, is available to create either another variation, or another
type of structures (dome, vault, slab).

The way that option operates is by

generating a fence around the whole structure and erasing everything inside.
Once the user refines the model to meet the set objectives, it is possible to end
the applet and keep the existing model.
After the first operation takes place the user is asked if all unused levels should
be erased. This interactive function appears only after the first model is created.
If the user erases the structure and creates a new one this option does not appear
unless the applet is terminated and restarted.
The data that are provided to the user are identical to those given in the
SDTFDU. In the primary frame the user observes the most important data that
describe the general dimensions of the general structure. In a secondary tag
page, located behind the “Unit Solver” frame, the user can observe other
important characteristics of the connections, the rotation angle, the offsets etc.
Those values are only provided for the user to observe and can not be altered
from within the applet.
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The Applet was compiled to allow the user to keep it active while using other
functions of MicroStation, e.g. creation of wire-frame forms, lines, or use some
of the native rendering options within MicroStation. The advantage of this
attribute is that it allows the user to perform other tasks without ending the
operation and restarting it. Otherwise, the initial operations of the applet would
take place again, like the erasing of the existing data, and the series of operations
of activating the SDTFDU to allow the data to be imported and executed and a
repeated verification for erasing of unused levels.
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Chapter VI
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VI.1.Dome Formation
The methods of form finding in this section will be based on the principles
discussed in chapter IV section 1,
VI.1.a. Process Based on Defined Unit Dimensions and UOR
To begin this process, the designer needs to establish the basic geometry of the
units, define the UOR and the number of units along the central axis. The UOR
multiplied by the Upper Base Width will return the Upper Length Opening.

Figure VI-1. Plan view of a four unit cluster before rotation leading to dome formation.
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A variable that was used during research for the dome form but was not
necessary for the process of constructing the dome form, is the distance of the
tip of the Lower Base from the edge of the upper base, as seen in plan, i.e. not
considering the component “z” value (figure VI-1). Considering that the length
of the diagonal of a square is given by multiplying the edge by 2^0.5, the
variable “x” is given by the simple formula below:
(61)

With the given data, the “Hinge” angle of the connection – the angle defining
the axis along which the rotation of the units to be connected will take place
(see figure VI-1) – can be defined by the following formula:

(6.2)

Continuing this process, the length of the line connecting the centers of the
Upper Bases (Grayline) that is set along the Hinge angle, can be determined by
the following formula:

(6.3)

The distance that will determine the amount of rotation between two units is
the Distance of Rotation (Drot), which equal to the Grayline minus the parts of
the Grayline directly above the Lower Bases.26 So it is necessary to determine
the distances of the Grayline that are located directly above the Lower Bases
26

. It may occur that the Lower Bases overlap in which case the Drot receives a negative value
and thus the rotation is negative.
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(d5).27 Using a combination of Trigonometry and Pythagorean theorem, the
distance d5 is given by the following:
(6.4)

The d5 subtracted twice from the Grayline gives the Drot value. Now the Drot
length and the angle of rotation “γσ” can be calculated (figure VI-2):
(6.5)

(6.6)

Figure V-2. Diagram of the data necessary for the calculation of the geometry of the general
structure of the dome form. Note that the distance of rotation is zero (0) because rotation has
already taken place and the “γσ” angle has been formed.

27

. A series of auxiliary distances were defined in order to solve the trigonometric relations. d5
has been arbitrarily named as the fifth of those vectorial elements. It is however the only one
necessary for the current process.
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In order to determine the length and height of the overall structure the lengths
of the axes RAX and Rmax need to be determined. The following two formulae
give the necessary results:

(6.7)

(6.8)

The number of units along the central axis multiplied by the angle of rotation
between two units gives the total rotation angle (figure VI-3).
(6.9)

The latter can be used for verification that the total span and total height values
are correct. Those values are given by the following:28

(6.10)

(6.11)

For verification purposes the following formula using the above values should
return the total rotation angle:

(6.12)

28

. At an initial estimation, the Structure height was considered to be calculated with an
alternating factor of RAX or Rmax according to the number of units being odd or even
respectively. However, due to the half γσ rotation that is taking place if the number of units is
even the result is always given precisely by using the RAX length in the equation. However,
the alternating factor between RAX and Rmax is applicable in the vault configuration. For
further analysis see Appendix I.
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Figure VI-3. Plan and section view of an 8 unit dome arrangement central axis.

VI.1.b. Process Based on Defined Total Structure Dimensions and UOR
A reverse of the earlier process may be necessary for the designer who wants to
define the overall structure dimensions and calculate the dimensions of the unit
that will satisfy the overall structure dimensions. In this case the necessary data
are the objective structure height, span, UOR and unit height. The actual height
is set as objective although the actual result will differ slightly if the number of
units is odd (figure VI-3). The RAX length will depend upon the number of
units that will be used and the precise objective result will be achieved only if an
infinite number of units is applied; a theoretical but unrealistic condition for a
designer to consider.

A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to find an

average initial height extension that would yield a result closest to the initial
objective. The simulation was performed using data from formations with unit
overlaps that keep the final form within the boundaries of constructible
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geometry (see figure III-10 – referring to the two dome forms illustrated side by
side). 29 The formulae that were applied were the following:30

Diam_initial= -Objheight / (-1 + Cos(0.5 * gstotap))

(6.13)

Objheight = Objheight + (Diam_i - RAX_i) * 1.025

(6.14)

Given the above data the first calculation will be the total rotation angle (note
the factor 1.025 that elongates the objective height in equation 6.14):

(6.12)

Dividing this by the number of units the user wants to apply gives the “γσ”
between two units while the rest of the data can provide the Rmax value:

(6.15)

With the “γσ” and the Rmax available an isosceles triangle is formed; the
Grayline is the hypotenuse and the bisector line is the RAX:

29

. The option of a loop process where a series of minimal elongations take place until the
precise objective height was reached was considered. However, given the fact that the
difference of the initial data and the calculated result is much smaller than the deformations
that will occur due to gravity, it was judged unnecessary to have a loop process that will delay
significantly the calculation.

30

. For all series of calculations please see Appendix I
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(6.16)

(6.17)

The distance “d5” that will later determine the distance of rotation “Drot”
(Drot=Grayline-2*d5) is given by the following formula:

(6.18)

As the objective is to determine the geometry of the unit, the next formulae
return the width of the Upper Base and the Upper Length Opening:

(6.19)

(6.20)

Then it is necessary to calculate the Hinge Angle to determine the Lower Base:

(6.21)

(6.22)

Finally, for the Lower Length Opening (LLO) and the Lower Opening Ratio
(LOR) the following equations can be applied:

(6.23)

(6.24)

The formulae for the verification of the Structure height and span used at the
previous operation can be used again to verify those values.
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VI.1.c. Hybrid Process
A hybrid process implementing elements of both earlier processes can be useful
to a designer who has a pre-defined unit geometry and seeks the best method of
connection among the units that would produce the desired overall structure
geometry. To start the process, the necessary data are the dimensions of the
unit and the overall dimensions of the structure. The process will determine the
optimum number of units and the connection method that will produce the
desired geometry.
For this process, the first piece of data that needs to be resolved is the
approximate arc length that will be produced. It needs to be dealt with in a
fashion similar to the way that the trapezoidal rule is applied to determine the
area under a curve (Chapra 2002). Instead of determining the area, however,
the objective is to determine an approximate length that will be equal to the
number of square bases that will fit under that curve (figure VI-3)
To define the approximate arc length it is necessary to have an estimated Rmax
and an approximate value for the total “γσ”.

For both these variables it is

possible to use the formulae that were used in the previous processes:

(6.12)

(6.15)
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Those can give a formula that can determine the approximate arc length:
(6.25)

There is a number of possible arrangements of units that can be set within this
approximate arc. Therefore, the maximum and minimum number of units along
the central axis have to be defined.

Within the following formulae, by

determining a maximum and minimum UOR, it is possible to determine the
minimum and maximum number of units along the central axis respectively.
The maximum and minimum values of the UOR are noted in terms of a factor
multiplied by the Upper Base Width.

(6.26)

(6.27)

The “round” and “truncate” functions are used in a way that will yield results
higher than 0.8333 above the integer to round up, otherwise to round down.
The reason numbers are rounded is because the value represents the actual
number of units which needs to be an integer. Also, the reason rounding was set
to occur at 0.8333 instead of 0.5 is because the segments of straight lines are
located underneath the estimated curve.

Furthermore, for structural and

practical purposes the UOR set limits are between 15 and 80% but this may
become an interactive set of variables to be defined by the user. The results of
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factors 1.0225 and 1.2806 multiplied by the UBW represent the maximum and
minimum length that the Grayline will have at this initial stage. Among all
those options, the chosen one will be the one that will produce an overall
curvature as close as possible to the one initially set as objective. In order to
have a computer generated process, a loop process needs to be developed where
all options are checked and the optimum is chosen to develop and fine-tune.
The number of iterations that can be performed by a computer loop process will
depend upon the number of possible set of angles.

That is the difference

between the maximum and the minimum number of units plus one (1):

(6.28)

Bearing in mind that the first process is not an iteration, the maximum number
of iterations will be equal to:

(6.29)

By observing the section of a dome form, an isosceles triangle can be measured
(figure VI-3). As the number of units to be used is still a variable, there will be
an Isosceles_min and an Isosceles_max:

(6.30)

(6.31)
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For every variation in the total isosceles triangle there is an angle change ∆θ
which can lead to the variable value of the Grayline and the Hinge angle:

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)

Having these values calculated allows the calculation of the total structure. The
following formulae will lead to a total“γσ”. The ratio of the actual “γσtotal”
versus an objective “γσtotal” should be as close as possible to 1:1. The formulae
that define this ratio are the following:31

(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

31

. The extension “sth” used for the formulae within the iterating process, stands for Structure
height, Both the structure width and the structure height are constantly altering but unless the
total rotation is more than 90°, the structure height variation is higher.
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(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.38)

In a loop process the first calculation will start from one of the extreme
conditions (minimum or maximum number of units) and reach the “γσ_ratio”.
That value will be stored and then the next condition will be examined. If the
ratio is closer to the 1:1 the process continues with the iterations. If not, the
loop process will return to the previous set of values and terminate. Further
processing will continue by interactively suggesting to the user the possibility of
making slight changes in the unit’s geometry – either modifying the Lower Base
Width or the height of the unit (figure VI-4a)– or keeping the geometry of the
unit and doing fine adjustments to the UOR (figure VI-4b).

Figures VI-4a & VI-4b. Effects of total curvature adjustment caused by variation of unit height
(h) and by variation in Upper Opening Ratio (UOR).
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The new LBW value and the new h options resolve the problem without the
need of a loop process. However, these may not necessarily be the best options
if the user needs to keep the unit geometry at all cost, or if the change in
geometry is so large, that pre-fabricated units can not be re-adjusted.

The

formulae for the new LBW and new h are the following:

(6.39)

(6.40)

If the user chooses to keep the initial geometry, the process should be the
readjustment of the UOR. According to the curvature given at the previously
chosen configuration, the UOR will be readjusted incrementally by either a
factor of 0.99 or 1.01 in an iterative method, and the ratio will reach as close as
possible to 1:1. The process is identical to the first examined in this chapter,
involving the incremental variation of the UOR.

Since the possibility of

reaching a precise objective is very limited, a slight compromise in height and
span by a factor less than ±0.1% should be anticipated.
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VI.2. Vault formation
The methods of form finding for the vault configuration will be based on the
same principles as the methods for form finding for the dome configuration that
were examined in Chapter IV section 1.
VI.2.a. Process Based on Defined Unit Dimensions and UOR
Identical to the equivalent process for dome form, the designer needs to
establish the basic geometry of the units, define the UOR number of units along
the central axis. The UOR multiplied by the Upper Base Width will return the
Upper Length Opening.

Figure VI-5. Plan and section view of a four unit cluster before rotation leading to vault
formation.
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The important characteristics of the vault configuration are the two different
UOR variables – UOR applying to the rotating axis and UOR2 applying to the
non-rotating axis – and the offsetting of the RAX (figure VI-5). The overall set
of calculations is more complex and the process is significantly longer.

A

primary rule for the generation of the vault structure is that the ratio of the
Upper Base Width vs. the Lower Base Width should always remain within the
boundaries of 1/(2^0.5) and 2^0.5. This condition occurs in order to have a
unit that can be connected to another with no rotation. If the diagonal of Lower
Base is smaller than the width of the Upper Base, or if the diagonal of the Upper
Base is smaller than the width of the Lower Base, rotation will have to occur for
units to be connected.32 That would defy the objective of constructing a vault
form.
The variable “x” that was also used in the earlier processes of the dome form
(6.1), is given by the same formula that was applied for the dome form:

(6.1)

The “Hinge” angles of the connection can be defined by the following formulae
(also see figure VI-5):

(6.41)

32

(6.2)

. The variable “x” is defined in pg. 87. The maximum value x can have in a vault formation is
“0” and the minimum is –UBW/2.
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Since there are two “Hinge” angles and Upper Opening Ratios, the length of the
“Grayline” will be different on either axis. To define the “Grayline” value it is
necessary to determine the points where the units intersect or the distance of
intersection “ατ” (figure VI-5):

(6.42)

Continuing this process, three auxiliary values need to be resolved to aid toward
establishing a set of formulae for the “Grayline” values and the distance of
rotation “Drot” (figure VI-5):

(6.43)

(6.44)

(6.45)

The Graylines can thus be given from the following:

(6.46)

(6.47)

The Grayline values were needed to help determine the actual distance of
rotation (Drot), which equal to the Grayline minus the parts of the Grayline
directly above the Lower Bases.33 Unlike the ease with which the “d5” was

33

. It may occur that the Lower Bases overlap in which case the Drot receives a negative value
and thus the rotation is negative.
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defined in the dome form, the “d6”, defined for the vault, can be provided by
the following formula:

(6.48)

The “Drot” can be thus given by the double subtraction of the “d6” from
Grayline2 or the following more analytical formula:

(6.49)

formula for the angle of rotation “γσ” is identical to the one used for the dome
form (figure VI-6):
(6.6)

Figure VI-6. Diagram of a four unit cluster assembled in the vault formation.
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In order to determine the length and height of the overall structure the lengths
of the axes RAX and Rmax need to be determined. The following two formulae
can yield the necessary results:

(6.50)

(6.8)

Similarly with the dome process, the number of units along the central axis
multiplied by the angle of rotation between two units yields the total rotation
angle (figure VI-3).
(6.9)

The total height of the structure, like the geometry of the dome, depends on
whether the number of units is odd or even. A condition has been applied in
the following formula that defines the height of the structure.3435

(6.10, 6.11)

The total span is affected by the offsetting (figures 26 & 47). The following
formula provides the axis offsetting as seen in the above figure:

34

. The offsetting actually does affect the height of the structure. However, the effect is
insignificant compared to the actual deformations that will take place due to the gravitational
forces that will develop once the structure is built. Thus it is deemed unnecessary to
incorporate such a factor in the formula.

35

. The format used for the “If” condition is such that if the set condition is satisfied, the first
formula is active. Otherwise, the second formula is the active one.
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(6.51)

A conditional factor that determines the effect of the offset on the structure
span is the following:

(6.52)

Due to the progressive angles that increase the span of the structure, a set of
series formulae had to be developed (figure VI-7):

(6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

The third formula in the row above is a conditional clause that defines which of
the two needs to be activated according to whether the number of units along
the curvilinear axis is odd or even.
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VI.2.b. Process Based on Defined Total Structure Dimensions and UOR
A process where the final form is the data set by the designer should be the
inverse process of the one just analyzed.

However, inverting series type of

equations is unrealistic.36 Instead, an approximate value, as given before the
incorporation of the series portion, is used and then a random progressive
method of iterations within a loop process can incrementally improve the result
to arrive as close as possible the one initially set as objective.
The necessary given data are the span, the height of the structure, the number of
units along both axes and the height of the units, which can also be defined as
the thickness of the structure. For the first data, a method similar to the one
used for the dome form is applied.

The needed values are those of the

approximate total angle of rotation “γσtotapp”, the “Rmax” the Distance of
rotation “Drot” and the “Grayline” value, all provided by the following:

(6.15)

(6.16)

36

(6.9)

(6.6)

. A transformation of the series equations to a set of defined variables had to be performed in
order to be incorporated within a computer algorithm, (see Appendix I).
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As the process progresses – the already considered from the previous processes –
formulae can be applied to yield the following results:

(6.2)

(6.41)

(6.57)

With the above given data the objective results can be generated. The goal in
this process is to determine the geometry of the unit that when assembled as
initially defined will produce the overall structure that the user aimed to design.
The results that are still missing are the Upper Base Width (UBW) and the
Lower Base Width (LBW), given by the following formulae:

(6.22)

(6.58)

The main concern, at this point, is the necessary initial disregard of how the
offsets of the radii affect the structure span. The process needs to be reversed
back to the one examined earlier in order to determine the actual span that will
be produced by this configuration. Using the following formulae, with the data
that are already available, the process is lead to a verification of the actual
structure height and span as it is now produced.37 Once the numerical values of
the actual height and the span are calculated, an iterative process of adjustments
can proceed. For the re-inversion of the ongoing process, the following formulae
can be applied:
37

. A value that can not be perfectly matched is the structure length. The reason is that priority
is given on the span and therefore the units are designed to generate the objective span. Once
the unit geometry is formed, the length will be adjusted to match as closely the initially
defined value within the limits of ± 1/2 * Grayline to the closest integer value.
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(6.59)

(6.21)

(6.60)

(6.61)

The auxiliary equations remain intact and can be applied:

(6.43)

(6.44)

(6.45)

The above auxiliary formulae can help determine the following unknowns:

(6.62)

(6.51)

(6.63)

For the structure’s height and span, the Rmax and the RAX are necessary to
data, that can be calculated by the following conditional arguments:

(6.16 - 6.64)
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(6.8)

As all the necessary data are now available, the formulae, or conditional
arguments, used at the earlier process can be reapplied to determine the
structure height and span and accordingly set an algorithmic conditional set of
arguments to initiate a loop process that will adjust the data:

(6.52)
(6.10 – 6.11)

(6.53)

(6.54)
(6.55)

The loop process that was applied was named “random progressive” because of
the use of random the random “rnd” factor by which the error was multiplied in
each iteration which would progressively lead to the objective results.

The

reason the random factor was used was that a non varying set factor could – and
during most of the experiments would – lead to an infinite loop where the
progressive order would be trapped and the error was alternately once becoming
slightly larger and once becoming slightly smaller. The random factor however,
would be different every time, not allowing an exact repetitive function while
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still fine tuning the results at a different pace on every iteration. This section of
the algorithm is provided below. The expression “Spantext” was not applied to
signify a non quantitative character to the variable, but as a reminder to the user
of the way that the written program is administering the data as both a
numerical quantity but also as text that can be inserted and edited by the user
within the interface. The characters that were used to form any of the names of
variables have no effect on the operation of this computer program.
SpanModule = Rnd * Abs(SpanText - ObjSpan)
HeightModule = Rnd * Abs(Structuremaxheightvalue - Objheight)
If IterSpanHeight >= 1 Then
If Abs(Structuremaxheightvalue - Objheight) > Abs(Oldheight - Objheight) Then
Initialheight = Condition1
Else
Condition1 = Initialheight
End If
If Abs(SpanText - ObjSpan) > Abs(Oldspan - ObjSpan) Then
InitialSpan = Condition2
Else
Condition2 = InitialSpan
End If
End If
If SpanText >= ObjSpan + 0.0000049 And Structuremaxheightvalue >= Objheight +
0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 - SpanModule
Initialheight = Condition1 - HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If SpanText <= ObjSpan - 0.0000049 And Structuremaxheightvalue <= Objheight 0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 + SpanModule
Initialheight = Condition1 + HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
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GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If SpanText >= ObjSpan + 0.0000049 And Structuremaxheightvalue <= Objheight 0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 - SpanModule
Initialheight = Condition1 + HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If SpanText <= ObjSpan - 0.0000049 And Structuremaxheightvalue >= Objheight +
0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 + SpanModule
Initialheight = Condition1 - HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If SpanText <= ObjSpan - 0.0000049 And Abs(Structuremaxheightvalue - Objheight) <=
0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 + SpanModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If SpanText >= ObjSpan + 0.0000049 And Abs(Structuremaxheightvalue - Objheight) <=
0.0000049 Then
InitialSpan = Condition2 - SpanModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If Structuremaxheightvalue <= Objheight - 0.0000049 And Abs(SpanText - ObjSpan) <=
0.0000049 Then
Initialheight = Condition1 + HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
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GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If
If Structuremaxheightvalue >= Objheight + 0.0000049 And Abs(SpanText - ObjSpan) <=
0.0000049 Then
Initialheight = Condition1 - HeightModule
Condition1 = Initialheight
Condition2 = InitialSpan
Oldheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
Oldspan = SpanText
GoTo Loop_AutoVault
End If

Data are adjusted within every “If” statement and then the “GoTo” command,
sends the process back to the beginning with the amended initial values until the
final returned value is that initially set by the user. The above shown conditions
could actually function with any initial guess values for the structure height.
However, by applying the suggested process before the iterative course of action
is activated, the initial guess value – which is not just a random guess – is already
very close to the final result; significantly minimizing the number of possible
iterations and the time necessary to obtain the objective results.

Figure VI-7. Plan view of a single row of units in vault formation, indicating the points of
connections and the method of defining the structure span.
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VI.2.c. Hybrid Process
The hybrid method for the vault form is almost identical to the one used for the
dome, although the option of modifying the initial unit has not been
implemented in this case. In the hybrid process for the vault structure, the unit
geometry and the final structure dimensions are given data.

Therefore, the

objective is to determine the method of connection that will produce a curvature
that will give the predetermined height and width on one axis, and no curvature
on the second axis. The first data that are processed are the “x” value – which
depends only on the unit geometry, the Upper and Lower Length Openings and
their ratios, UOR, LOR. The formulae for those are the same that were used in
the previous processes. Those data allow us to determine the “Hinge0” angle
which corresponds to the non curving axis:

(6.41)

With the “Hinge0” value, the “Hinge” angle and the first two auxiliary
equations can be resolved.

(6.2)

(6.43)

(6.44)

At this point the “Grayline2” is determined as twice the auxiliary length A, and
the variables that will be used for the iterative process can be assigned the initial
values:
Initialheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
InitialSpan = SpanText
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InitialLength = LengthText
Objheight = Structuremaxheightvalue
ObjSpan = SpanText
Objlength = LengthText
Obj_ratio = Objheight / ObjSpan

The process of iterations starts with the formula for the approximate estimated
total “γσ” and the Rmax:38

(6.12)

(6.16)

The estimated radius multiplied by the “γσ_tot” returns the initial arc length.

(6.25)

The minimum and maximum number of units along the curving axis are
estimated in a way similar to that applied for the dome form:

(6.26)

38

. The Rmax is noted as estimated radius. The Rmax would be the radius of the total circle of
the form in question.
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(6.27)

The process that follows is identical to that of the dome form until the Grayline
is defined (see p. 95).

(6.28)

(6.64)

(6.65)

Once the Grayline is given an initial estimated value, a set of safety conditions
need to be applied so that the Upper Opening Ratio remains within the
minimum and maximum values that were discussed earlier39.

(6.66)

(6.67)

Afterwards, the values necessary for the iterative process have to be applied to
the maximum and minimum values by using the terms Grayline_min and

39

. For the vault configuration, a more conservative 75% maximum opening was set.
Nevertheless, this is not a requisite. In a developed algorithm the maximum and minimum
openings can be set to the limits the user determines.
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Grayline_max. The process has to be based in the number of iterations and the
approximate length of the arc to be formed:

(6.64)
(6.64)

For the above given formulae, the same restrictions as those for the initial
Grayline value are applied. The conditional formulae are set as follows:

(6.66)

(6.66)

(6.67)

(6.67)

The Upper Length Opening 2 the “ατ” and Upper Opening Ratio values can be
calculated at every iteration:

(6.47)

(6.42)
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(6.68)

Also the auxiliary value A3 can be calculated so that it can be used to determine
the offsetting that will take place at a later stage:
(6.45)

The distance of rotation “Drot”, the variable “d6” and the LLO and the LOR
need to be defined to determine the rotation angle and the offsetting:

(6.49)

(6.48)

(6.69)

(6.70a)

(6.71)

(6.70b)

The above can determine the angle of rotation and the RAX and Rmax axes:
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(6.6)

(6.50)

(6.8)

The value of the offset will be the following:

(6.51)

At this point the data necessary to determine the height and the span of the
structure are available. However, the Rmax, being the distance from the center
of the structure to the connection point on the Upper Bases of the units, can not
be larger than half the maximum span.

Therefore, a condition needs to be

established, giving a maximum value slightly less than a factor of two (2), so that
the iterative process can function:

(6.72)

(6.73)

In the above scenario, the objective span value remains as long as it is less than
barely less than double the Rmax. Otherwise, the value is temporarily changed
until the decision point of ratio of height/span is verified.
To determine the number of units along the non curvilinear axis, a formula
rounding the ratio of the Objective length divided by the Grayline value is used:
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(6.74)

The formulae applied for the Height and the Span are identical to the previous
processes. The critical condition at this point is the initial ratio of the objective
height and the objective span, vis-à-vis the actual conditions:

(6.75)

(6.76)

After every iteration, the two ratios are compared, and if the difference grows
smaller, iteration takes place. When their difference grows larger, the previous
condition is applied.
Once the best ratio is achieved through this initial process, a fine tuning process
needs to follow, starting from the point where the UOR2 was defined during the
last iteration. The algorithm is as follows:

'Conditions:
If Abs(Actual_ratio - Objratio) >= 0.0001 Then
' ***************************************************** '
'
Process from UOR2 definition
'
' ***************************************************** '
Do
UOR2 = UOR2 * 0.999
ULO2(0) = UOR2 * UBW
at = 0.5 * (UBW - ULO2(0))
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A3 = at + A2 - x
Drot = 2 * ((UBW / (2 * Cos(Hinge0))) - ((2 ^ 0.5) * (at + (0.5 * UBW * Tan(Hinge0)) - x) / (2 *
(Sin((pi / 4) + Hinge0)))))
d6 = (2 ^ 0.5) * (at + A2 - x) / (2 * (Sin(0.7853981634 + Hinge0)))
LLO2(0) = LBW - (Drot * Sin((p1 / 4) - Hinge0) + (-2 * x * Sqr(2)) + (Drot * Cos((pi / 4) - Hinge0)))
LOR2(0) = LLO2(0) / LBW
gspi = 2 * Atn(Drot / (2 * h))
RAX(0) = h + (d6 / (Tan(gspi / 2)))
Offset(0) = (LBW / Sqr(2)) - A3
Rmax = RAX(0) / (Cos(gspi / 2))
NoUnits2 = Round(Objlength / Grayline)
gstot = NoUnits1 * gspi
d8 = 4 * Offset(0) * Sin(Hinge0)
blnVaultOdd = CLng(NoUnits1.Text) And 1
LengthText = FormatNumber(NoUnits2 * Grayline, 2)
If blnVaultOdd Then
SpanFactor = (Round(NoUnits1 / 2) - 1)
SpanText = 2 * (Rmax) * Sin(gspi * NoUnits1 / 2) + (d8 / 2) + (-0.5 * d8 * (Sin(gspi) / (Cos(gspi) - 1))
* Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) - 0.5 * d8 * Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) + 0.5 * d8 * (Sin(gspi) ^ 2) /
(Cos(gspi) - 1) + 0.5 * d8 * Cos(gspi))
Structuremaxheightvalue = Rmax - (Rmax * Cos(gstot / 2))
Else
SpanFactor = Round(NoUnits1 / 2)
SpanText = 2 * (Rmax) * Sin(gspi * NoUnits1 / 2) + (-0.5 * d8) * (((Cos(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi) *
Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi)) + (Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Cos(gspi / 2) * Cos(gspi)) (Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Cos(0.5 * gspi)) + (Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Sin(gspi / 2) *
Cos(gspi)) - (Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Sin(gspi / 2)) - (Sin(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi) * Cos((SpanFactor
+ 1) * gspi))) / (Cos(gspi) - 1)) + (0.5 * d8 * (((Cos(gspi / 2) * (Sin(gspi) ^ 2)) + ((Cos(gspi) ^ 2) *
Cos(gspi / 2)) - (Cos(gspi / 2) * Cos(gspi)) - (Sin(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi))) / (Cos(gspi) - 1)))
Structuremaxheightvalue = FormatNumber(RAX(0) - (Rmax * Cos(gstot / 2)), 2)
End If
Actual_ratio = Structuremaxheightvalue / SpanText
Loop Until Actual_ratio - Objratio <= 0.0001
End If
Old_ratio = Actual_ratio
' ***************************************************** '
'
End of calculation process
'
' ***************************************************** '
If Abs(Actual_ratio - Objratio) >= 0.0001 Then
' ***************************************************** '
'
Process from UOR2 definition
'
' ***************************************************** '
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Do
UOR2 = UOR2 * 1.0001
ULO2(0) = UOR2 * UBW
at = 0.5 * (UBW - ULO2(0))
A3 = at + A2 - x
Drot = 2 * ((UBW / (2 * Cos(Hinge0))) - ((2 ^ 0.5) * (at + (0.5 * UBW * Tan(Hinge0)) - x) / (2 *
(Sin((pi / 4) + Hinge0)))))
d6 = (2 ^ 0.5) * (at + A2 - x) / (2 * (Sin(0.7853981634 + Hinge0)))
LLO2(0) = LBW - (Drot * Sin((p1 / 4) - Hinge0) + (-2 * x * Sqr(2)) + (Drot * Cos((pi / 4) - Hinge0)))
LOR2(0) = LLO2(0) / LBW
gspi = 2 * Atn(Drot / (2 * h))
RAX(0) = h + (d6 / (Tan(gspi / 2)))
Offset(0) = (LBW / Sqr(2)) - A3
Rmax = RAX(0) / (Cos(gspi / 2))
NoUnits2 = Round(Objlength / Grayline)
gstot = NoUnits1 * gspi
d8 = 4 * Offset(0) * Sin(Hinge0)
blnVaultOdd = CLng(NoUnits1.Text) And 1
LengthText = FormatNumber(NoUnits2 * Grayline, 2)
If blnVaultOdd Then
SpanFactor = (Round(NoUnits1 / 2) - 1)
SpanText = 2 * (Rmax) * Sin(gspi * NoUnits1 / 2) + (d8 / 2) + (-0.5 * d8 * (Sin(gspi) / (Cos(gspi) - 1))
* Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) - 0.5 * d8 * Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) + 0.5 * d8 * (Sin(gspi) ^ 2) /
(Cos(gspi) - 1) + 0.5 * d8 * Cos(gspi))
Structuremaxheightvalue = FormatNumber(Rmax - (Rmax * Cos(gstot / 2)), 2)
Else
SpanFactor = Round(NoUnits1 / 2)
SpanText = 2 * (Rmax) * Sin(gspi * NoUnits1 / 2) + (-0.5 * d8) * (((Cos(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi) *
Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi)) + (Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Cos(gspi / 2) * Cos(gspi)) (Cos((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Cos(0.5 * gspi)) + (Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Sin(gspi / 2) *
Cos(gspi)) - (Sin((SpanFactor + 1) * gspi) * Sin(gspi / 2)) - (Sin(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi) * Cos((SpanFactor
+ 1) * gspi))) / (Cos(gspi) - 1)) + (0.5 * d8 * (((Cos(gspi / 2) * (Sin(gspi) ^ 2)) + ((Cos(gspi) ^ 2) *
Cos(gspi / 2)) - (Cos(gspi / 2) * Cos(gspi)) - (Sin(gspi / 2) * Sin(gspi))) / (Cos(gspi) - 1)))
Structuremaxheightvalue = FormatNumber(RAX(0) - (Rmax * Cos(gstot / 2)), 2)
End If
Actual_ratio = Structuremaxheightvalue / SpanText
Loop Until Actual_ratio - Objratio >= 0.0001
End If
Old_ratio = Actual_ratio
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VI.3. Slab formation
For the slab formation the methods of form finding will be only limited to the
process based on the unit dimensions and UOR, and the process based on the
defined structure dimensions in conjunction to the UOR. The hybrid process is
focusing on the way the units can be connected to satisfy an overall curvature
and span for the structure. In the case of the slab formation, the UOR is not
possible to be varied as any change will give a value other than zero to the
curvature. Therefore, a hybrid process can not be applied for this structure form

VI.3.a. Process Based on Defined Unit Dimensions
This process is simplified significantly by a special parameter that defines that
there is no curvature along either the x or the y axis. The parameter that sets
this design process is that the distance of rotation between the units needs to be
of null value, i.e. no rotation will take place between any of the units. The
Upper Opening Ratio is not a variable but will be determined as a constant
value once the widths of the Upper base and the Lower Base are defined. The
distance of the Upper Length Openings are set so that the Lower Bases will be
set in perfect contact This configuration satisfies the basic connection process of
both the dome formation as well as the vault formation. The offsetting of the
RAX axis, however, is returning a null value, i.e. the RAX offset places the RAX
axis on the very center of the unit’s bases.
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Figure VI-8. Plan view of a four unit cluster on slab formation. Note that both the Upper and
the Lower Bases are in perfect contact allowing no rotation to take place.

In order to define the above mentioned condition, it is necessary to define the
Grayline distance. That can be given by the following formula:

(6.77)

As seen in the above formula, the only variables necessary to define the Grayline
of the slab configuration are the UBW and the LBW. Given the Grayline value,
the Hinge angle can be determined by the following:

(6.78)
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The Hinge angle in conjunction with the Grayline can yield the values for the
ULO and the UOR by the following formulae:

(6.79)

(6.20)

It is important to note that for this type of configuration, the height of the unit
plays no role whatsoever in the design. It is up to the designer to determine the
unit height for either structural stability or even esthetic purposes. Nevertheless,
it should always be noted that the h value should never tend toward zero
because that will make the structure behave like a single membrane instead of a
double layer system.40
The total width and the total length of the finalized structure are given by the
number of the units along each axis, multiplied by the length of the slab’s
Grayline (figures VI-8 & VI-9).

40

. Also, for the construction of the unit, a minimum average relation between the h and the
Length of Compression (LC) was set in the compiled program. For more details see Charts III1 and III-2 pp. 47 – 48.
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Figure VI-9. Isometric view of an 8x6 slab formation indicating the Length and Span of the
structure.

VI.3.b. Process Based on Defined Total Structure Dimensions and UOR
Like the previous configurations of the vault and the dome, a reverse of the
earlier process will be necessary for the designer who wants to define the overall
structure dimensions and calculate the dimensions of the unit that will satisfy
the overall structure dimensions. The necessary data for the slab form are the
objective structure span, the objective length, the number of units along one
axis, and the UOR. The actual height of the unit is only a piece of data that the
user needs to define but just like the previous process, it does not affect the
structure in determining curvature – or in this case – absence of curvature.
The first piece of data to be determined is the Grayline. The total span divided
by the number of units along the span axis determines the Grayline of the
formation.
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(6.80)

The next piece of data that can be determined is the Upper Base Width:

(6.19)

In the process of defining the geometry of the units, the remaining variable is
the LBW. With the Grayline and the UBW defined, the LBW is defined by the
following:

(6.80)

Once the geometry of the unit is set, what is left is to determine the LLO. In
order to define that, the Hinge angle that is needed, can be provided by the
following relation:

(6.21)

Since the value of the distance of rotation (Drot) needs to be equal to zero, the
d5 variable is exactly half the Grayline distance41. Thus, the LLO and the LOR
can be determined by the following:
41

. For an illustration of the d5 distance, see figure VI-1.
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(6.23)

(6.24)

Finally, what is left is to determine the number of units used along the length
axis and the actual length. The Objective length of the structure will be divided
by the Grayline (figure VI-8) and the number will be rounded to an integer to
determine the number of units to be applied. Then, the integer value will be
multiplied by the Grayline again in order to determine the actual structure
length:
(6.81)

(6.22)
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Chapter VII

qbpqfkd=^ka=sbofcf`^qflk=

The purpose of the testing was to verify that the program performs the
calculations and returns usable data. The objective of compiling this algorithm
is to generate a tool that will be useful to the designer in order to generate
virtual models of the initial geometry of tensegrity structures.
The challenge in testing of the compiled program was to set up a method that
could indicate where the system fails, if it does, in order to readjust any
inaccuracies or any processes that can yield inconclusive results and cause failure
of the program. It would not constitute a failure of the program if the end result
actually provides a non constructible structure. It is up to the designer to judge
if the overlaps of units are severely offset and continue with the design process
accordingly. As long as these results are visible to the designer, the program
succeeds in its objectives of providing numerical results and generating
parametric virtual models.

An error that would potentially necessitate a

correction in the code and a recompiling of the program would be a case where
the software either returns erroneous data, where the program’s calculations are
trapped within a cyclic iteration process, or where the program crushes and
returns no data for any specific reason. In a case where the designer will have
access to neither numeric nor visual results the code will need to be amended.
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A systematic method of testing extreme conditions for all processes in the dome
and vault formations was set, and testing at random was set for all three
formations. The actual numbers used for data input were of less importance.
What was pertinent was the relationship between the different variables. The
selection of numeric relations between variables was the key issue in performing
these tests. Therefore, the “extreme” conditions needed for testing may not
necessarily be a set of numbers that will by default generate an impossible result.
There is a possibility of a user mistakenly entering erroneous initial data. That
would be a case where all a user can expect is to receive a warning message,
either allowing the alteration of the data – before or after the calculation – or
simply the return of the data and the permission to generate an erratic type of
structure, yet without the system crashing. The goal was to avoid the possibility
of having such a case, where the data – correct or erroneous – are entered and
the system is caught in a cyclic loop or it crashes.

In case this happens, a

tolerance level needs to be established, determining whether the program needs
to be corrected and recompiled or not. In case an incidence like this occurs at a
rate higher than one percent, it may be an option to reexamine the specific
process that fails. However, it must be noted that even if such software failures
occur at a frequency of one percent, all that is necessary for the user to do to
remedy an incidence is to turn off the application and try a different process.
Such a workaround will take a relatively insignificant amount of time,
depending on the speed of the computer processor.
The limits of what would represent a set of correct data that would be inserted
by the user may be represented visually in figure III-11. The form on the left is
an example of a structure that can be constructed, i.e. a set of correct data was
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inserted in the program. The form on the right is virtually non constructible.
The data given by the user were set specifically to generate a geometric
formation that would have such overlaps that it would make the structure non
constructible. Nonetheless, the program processed and generated the structure
in a virtual environment for the user to assess visually before deciding whether
to modify or to keep it. It is, of course, possible to pursue and test conditions
that go beyond the example of the above mentioned figure, in both the spherical
dome as well as the cylindrical vault configuration. Yet, it is safe to assume that
a maximum total angle of rotation of 180° on the vault configuration and
approximately 45° to 50° on the dome configuration, depending on the number
of units used, are a good set of geometric limits for a user to consider during the
design process of these structures. As an example, in a formation of four units
(2 x 2) there will be no overlaps. This can not be taken as an extreme condition
as any (2 x 2) configuration will not have overlap problems. The overlap that
occurs is overall consistent according to the depth of the units and the total
angle of rotation.

However, a larger number of units can allow a smoother

distribution of overlaps throughout the units as more units are deformed.
Therefore, some conditions for the testing were set for each structure formation,
minimizing the possibilities of impractical geometric configurations, and after
each case of testing that gives a conclusive result, a similar type of geometry was
not tested again.
During the testing some discrepancies occurred. One was caused by the syntax
of the VBA applet, where the lower bases were significantly larger than the
upper bases and the frame of selected elements to be grouped and form the pilot
unit included only the upper base. Another incidence occurred during the test
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of the vault configuration using the method that is based on structure size. That
produced a software run time error because of the very high UOR value given by
the user which in this specific case it would generate imaginary numbers. A
third incidence occurred when the SDTFDU gave a number of units along the
main axis that was higher than the maximum the VBA applet could process for
the vault configuration. For the first incident a code amendment was made. A
frame defined by a larger factor would be generated to include all elements that
would possibly need to be grouped to form the pilot unit. The results of the
second and third incidents were considered significant.

Such occurrences,

however, can only be anticipated in immoderate, impractical scenarios. With
the possibility of such occurrence being remote, no action was taken in
modifying the initial code.
data in Appendix II.

All testing is documented with all the produced

The final testing verified an efficient operation of the

program in terms of numerical results and timing for the generation of the
pursued results.

The users goals can be seamlessly accomplished as the

dimensions of the virtual models are matching the numerical data output, all of
which are based on the user’s initial input data.
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Chapter VIII

`lk`irpflkp=
VIII.1. Review of Objectives and Conclusions
The main objective of this research was the development of an interactive
program that would generate parametric virtual models of tensegrity structures
within a CAD environment. Based on the initial set objectives (see p.15), it is
safe to affirm the following:
•

The prepared algorithm that was compiled into a main computer application and
an auxiliary applet, provide the user with both numerical values that describe the
geometry of square base double layer tensegrity structures and allow flexibility of
iterative processes and alterations.

Beyond the initial set objective, the

applications provide the possibility for the iterative processes to take place at
multiple levels by providing the user with different methods of processes to be
followed, allowing the user to modify data and processing methods at will.
•

An automated generation of virtual models has been achieved through the
division of the program into a main application and an applet within a CAD
environment, which communicate and exchange data. The main application can
work as a standalone program that provides numerical results, but in a synergetic
manner with the applet, the two can provide a more integrated result of 3D
computer virtual models.

•

The applications have been tested and verified to function at a satisfactory level.

On a more global vision, and based on the analysis of the market demand and
the chasm of the different type of users mentioned earlier, the objective set for
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this study could be translated to the crossing the initial gap from the area of the
innovators to the early adopters or “visionaries” and prepare the grounds for a
future spread of this technology to the larger market groups. There were a few
incremental and measurable progressive steps taken although much more can be
added.

The main contribution of the developed computer program is the

efficiency with which a designer can generate virtual models of a tensegrity
structure.

This can be an effective tool for a designer in order to develop

preliminary design forms as well as to produce drawings or virtual models
throughout the “schematic” and the “design development” phases of a project.
Beyond that, the virtual models can facilitate the generation of final
construction documents of a project.

VIII.2. Limitations
Some limitations in terms of generating the geometric forms have been verified
through testing (see test of Hybrid method for vault formation pp. 195-201).
Those limitations can be overcome with additional routines within the code of
the VBA applet.
It should also be noted that the project management data are based upon
calculated amount of material but can not be precise as many factors can
influence schedule, material cost and labor wages and specifications, that will be
produced after structural design.
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VIII.3. Future Plans
The option of developing a method that will generate a dynamically modifiable
type of virtual model with slider type of controls directly set inside the
SDTFDU is an idea under scrutiny. The advantage of this additional feature is
that the designer can dynamically adjust the structure to correspond to any set
of priorities.

However, this feature may necessitate significantly powerful

processing capabilities in terms of computer hardware; especially in cases where
iterative processes are conducted.
For the standalone program, it is planned to incorporate a graphic view where
two units can be assembled and be visually accessible for users with no CAD
interface. There will also be a view of simplified sets of curves that can provide
the overall structure form according to the processed data.

Those graphic

representations will not need to be demonstrated at a particular scale. They will
only constitute a visual aid in case the CAD environment is not accessible. Data
files can be saved and inserted in a workstation with the CAD program installed,
and the virtual model can be generated then.
Recognition and incorporation of units of measurement – metric and imperial
units – will be a convenient addition to the program.
Development of an optimized structural stability process for all formations if
proven to be a feasible objective, will be a very advantageous feature.
Research has already been in progress toward the development of the Gaussian
geometry formation processes. At this stage it is unclear if the geometry will be
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resolved, and it is anticipated that the structural qualities of this formation will
render the design more challenging. The transfer of stresses within such type of
structure may not be identical to that of the hyperbolic paraboloid shell
structures.

Nevertheless, adjustments to the method of support for this

formation may permit the successful construction of Gaussian form tensegrity
structures.
A key addition for the program will be the capability to export all the
coordinates and define all the members in order to perform a comprehensive
static structural analysis and define deformations or indicate structural failures.
The coding process for export of all coordinates has already started. This feature
may prove to be a key issue as it may allow the user to redefine the materials or
the geometry in order to avoid possible buckling of compressive members or
snapping of cables, and minimize structure deformations.

A communication

process with a structural analysis program on this type of structures that is
under development can be established in a similar manner that the SDTFDU
and the VBA Applet exchange data (Liu 2004). This will allow the generation of
the structure within the CAD environment after deformations take place.
Finally, a study of dimensional analysis and similitude for the dynamic response
to constant wind loads of the geometric formations mentioned in this study may
be pursued. Besides the static structural analysis, a dynamic response of these
structures to continuous wind loads may be more critical in terms of
functionality within a commercial type of environment.
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Appendices
Herein are included the mathematical formulae that are combined to construct the
eight different processing methods for the generation of the three types of structural
formations (dome, vault & slab) in Appendix I, followed by the code test results in
Appendix II.
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Appendix I
The following pages are the sets of processes generate mathematical solutions for
the generation of tensegrity structure dome, vault or slab formations by using double
layer square base tensegrity units.
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Dome Formation Tests

Appendix II

Tests Dome a. Geometric Design Method Based on Structure Size
For the method based on structure size, the systematic set of conditions will be
as follows:
•

Structure width will be set to 10 and 20

•

Structure maximum height will be set to 4

•

Layer distance (h) will be set to 1.5 and 3

•

Number of units along the main axis will be set to 9

•

Upper Opening Ratio (UOR) will be set to .2 and .75

This sets a total of sixteen combinations. In case errors occur due to geometry
and cases where conclusions are drawn either due to geometric errors or not,
tests with anticipated results will not be performed. The set of tests will be
followed by a random set of values for the various elements to have a final test.
The values set do not represent any specific conditions other than a set of
relations that would provide results approximating what a designer would
pursue. The important aspect of the numbers given above is their relation. In
case all values were multiplied by any factor, similar results would be
anticipated. The only anticipated difference would be in the scale of the virtual
models that will be produced within the CAD environment.
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Test Dome a. No 1:
Hinge=78.690° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.20000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.30028 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.66667 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.82421 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=78.690° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.30028 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66667 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.82421 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=1.79600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=1.50142 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.23630 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=0.14995 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=10.001 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=10.001 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=154.623° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=17.180° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=5.0680 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD1-1. Isometric view of the above test indicates the excessive overlaps at the ends due
to the very large angle of rotation on the dome form. The total process time for data insertion,
calculation, saving, transferring the data, generating the drawing and rendering took 40 sec.
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The first model of this series of tests yields a result that would very unlikely be
built at any level beyond a 5 x 5 configuration. After that, the overlaps become
so severe that it can be seen that toward the ends the structure is
“overpopulated”. It is evident that even if some units are removed, the outer
perimeter will still be covered.

This, however, does not preclude the

construction of a structure under similar dimensions and proportions as long as
that remains within the level of 3 x 3 to 5 x 5 units. The returned result and the
virtual model are successful in providing the data to the user and the model
being constructed seamlessly.

The total process time for data insertion,

calculation, saving, transferring the data, generation of the model and anti-alias
ray-trace rendering took 48 seconds.

Test Dome a. No 2:
Hinge=78.690° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.20000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.30030 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.66667 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.34660 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=78.690° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.30030 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66667 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.34660 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
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Lc=3.28900 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=1.50150 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=0.51990 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=3.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=10.001 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=10.001 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=154.628° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=17.181° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=5.0681 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD1-2. Isometric view of the above test. Excessive overlaps are noted due to the large
angle of rotation.

The second model of this series of tests yields a result relatively similar to the
previous case. The extension of the height of the units does not modify the
overall curvature as that is a predefined piece of data.

The overlaps are

extremely large and, like the previous case, the end result is beyond what could
be considered constructible. In terms of technical data returned by the program,
the test has been successful as the numeric data was provided and the model has
been constructed seamlessly. Given the fact that the angle of opening remains
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the same and the change of unit height (h) has no effect on the overlaps, testing
on an identical curvature will not take place again. The total process time for
data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data, generation of the model
and anti-alias ray-trace rendering took 45 seconds.

Test Dome a. No 3:
Hinge=78.690° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.20000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.48033 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.66667 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.21754 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=78.690° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.48033 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66667 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.21754 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=3.14700 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40167 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.82631 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.50000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=20.000 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=20.000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=87.206° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=9.690° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=14.4482 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TD1-3. Isometric view of the above test. Some overlap effect noted at the outer ends.

The third model yields a much smoother result unlike the previous cases. Yet,
the overlaps toward the end are relatively large, suggesting that such a
configuration may still be difficult to construct.

The technical data were

correctly returned by the program and the model has been constructed
seamlessly.

Since the change in unit height produced no variation in the

previous cases, the case of h=3.0 with all the rest of the variables identical to the
above, will be omitted for the rest of this testing cycle.
The total process time for data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the
data, generation of the model and anti-alias ray-trace rendering took 52 seconds.

Test Dome a. No 4:
Hinge=53.130° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.75000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.91870 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.14286 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.15244 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=53.130° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.75000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
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ULO2=0.91870 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.14286 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.15244 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=2.12000 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=1.22493 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.06709 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.50000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=10.000 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=10.000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure_Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=154.643° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma=17.183° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=5.0674 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD1-4. Isometric view of the above test. Some overlap effect noted at the outer ends.

The fourth test model produced excessive overlaps toward the ends, like the
previous cases where the angle of opening was 154.6°. This proves that the large
angle of opening will produce excessive overlaps whether the UOR or the unit
height (h) are varied or not. The technical data were correctly returned by the
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program and the model has been constructed seamlessly. The total process time
for data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data, generation of the
model and anti-alias ray-trace rendering took 50 seconds.

Test Dome a. No 5:
Hinge=53.130° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.75000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.46954 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.14286 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.31041 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=53.130° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.75000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.46954 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.14286 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.31041 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=3.08900 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=1.95938 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.17290 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.50000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=20.000 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=20.000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=87.203° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=9.689° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=14.4487 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TD1-5a. Isometric view of the above test. Failure to record any part of the structure
other than the Upper Bases is noted.

The fifth test model produced the first failure. The failure is not associated to
the SDTFDU but the VBA applet. When the pilot unit was generated, it was
not grouped together and the program selected only the Upper Base to array at
the appropriate locations while the rest of the elements were not copied. This is
a technical malfunction of the program that needs readjustment. Specifically, a
wider frame of selection needs to be established so that the selected area
includes all parts of the pilot unit. The algorithm was as follows:
' Grouping Routine
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "view top 1"
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "fit view extended 1"
CommandState.StartDefaultCommand
' Coordinates are in master units
startPoint.X = -(Sqr(2) * UBW / 2) - 0.0001
startPoint.Y = -(Sqr(2) * UBW / 2) - 0.0001
startPoint.Z = -0.001
' Send points to simulate a down-drag-up action
point.X = startPoint.X
point.Y = startPoint.Y
point.Z = startPoint.Z
point2.X = point.X + (Sqr(2) * UBW) + 0.0001
point2.Y = point.Y + (Sqr(2) * UBW) + 0.0001
point2.Z = point.Z + RAX + 0.0001
CadInputQueue.SendDragPoints point, point2, 1
' Start a command
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "GROUP SELECTION"
CommandState.StartDefaultCommand
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Since the maximum set relation between the diagonal running through the
Lower Base and The Upper Base Width can be exactly 2/1 (and not related to
the factor of square root of two divided by two that was a simple mistake), the
code was reconfigured as follows:
' Grouping Routine
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "view top 1"
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "fit view extended 1"
CommandState.StartDefaultCommand
' Coordinates are in master units
startPoint.X = -1.1 * UBW '-(Sqr(2)
startPoint.Y = -1.1 * UBW '-(Sqr(2)
startPoint.Z = -0.001
' Send points to simulate a down-drag-up action
point.X = startPoint.X
point.Y = startPoint.Y
point.Z = startPoint.Z
point2.X = point.X + 2.2 * UBW
point2.Y = point.Y + 2.2 * UBW
point2.Z = point.Z + RAX + 0.0001
CadInputQueue.SendDragPoints point, point2, 1
' Start a command
CadInputQueue.SendCommand "GROUP SELECTION"
CommandState.StartDefaultCommand

After this malfunction was rectified in the original code, the result came out and
at this point the programs have been successful in producing the geometry as it
was supposed to be within the virtual model. In terms of the actual geometry,
the large angle of opening, 87.203° in this case, still produces large overlaps at
the ends of the structure. Timing of the last test was not recorded as it is
evident that within this series of tests the total time remains below one (1)
minute.
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Figure TD1-5b. Isometric view of the above test after corrections to the code.

Test Dome a. No 6:
Hinge=63.435° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.50000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=2.02295 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.33333 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.35930 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=63.435° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.50000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=2.02295 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.33333 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.35930 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=5.67100 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=4.04589 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4.07792 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.00001 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=35.000 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=35.000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.00000 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=8 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=51.498° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma Sigma=6.437° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=40.2191 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD1-6. Isometric view of the above test. Minimal overlap effect can be noted.

The sixth test model produced is a random value test which produced a more
fitting result form. The angle of opening is 51.498°. The total process time was
comparable to the previous cases.

Tests Dome. b. Geometric Design Method Based on Unit Dimensions
For a systematic method, a set dimension of three (3) will be given for the UBW
and two set standard relations of 1.25 and 0.333 to the UBW will be given to
the LBW, i.e. the value of one (1) and four (4). The UOR will take values 0.15
and 0.8. The unit height will be given the values of two (2) and five (5). The
number of units will make no difference other than excessive overlapping at ends
if higher number of units is applied. Since a large number of units is used there
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is a higher probability of having a very large total rotation angle, the number of
units on curved axes will be set to three (3). A random set of values on the
elements that are given a variable value will follow all combinations. The output
will be included within a text file format.

Test Dome b. No 1:
Hinge=81.469° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.15000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.45000 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.73913 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.73913 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=81.469° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.15000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.45000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.73913 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.73913 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=3.33500 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.99999 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=7.076 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=7.076 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=2.26208 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=144.656° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=48.219° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=3.3893 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TD2-1. Isometric view of the above test indicates the excessive overlaps due to the very
large angle of rotation on the dome.

The first test was performed smoothly without any error messages either within
the SDTFDU or within the CAD environment. The resulting calculations yield
a very unrealistic structure with severe overlaps and acute angles amongst the
units.

Although the result is an unrealistic condition, the user has the

opportunity to assess it visually.

The total process time for data insertion,

calculation, saving, transferring the data, generation of the model and anti-alias
ray-trace rendering took 37 seconds.

Test Dome b. No 2:
Hinge=81.469° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.15000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.45000 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.73913 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.95652 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=81.469° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.15000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.45000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
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LOR2=0.73913 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.95652 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=4.99900 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.00001 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=6.789 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=6.789 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=0.74408 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=-155.273° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=-51.758° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=0.00001 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD2-2. Isometric view of the above test indicates that negative angle of opening yields
inapplicable results.

The above combination of values returned negative angle of opening, a
condition that the program was not designed for as it is an unrealistic objective.
The message of the negative curvature was activated so the user could readjust
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the structure. The virtual model was created for visual test verification. The
total process time for data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data,
generating the drawing and rendering took 38 seconds. A similar test will not be
performed as the result is already conclusive, or if a test yields negative rotation,
the numerical results will automatically be discarded.

Models of negative

curvature are not offered for construction design purposes, nor set as a form to
be developed within the scope of this study.

Test Dome b. No 3:
Hinge=64.761° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.47140 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.41420 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.35925 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.35925 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=64.761° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.47140 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.41420 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.35925 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.35925 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=3.33500 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.99999 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=6.752 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=6.752 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=2.83703 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=176.411° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma Sigma=58.804° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=2.9428 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TD2-3. Isometric view of the above test.

The above combination of values returned a very large curvature of 58.8°
between units due to very small Lower Base and willow unit depth (h). The
UOR was automatically corrected to a maximum of 0.471 as the value of 0.8
would not allow an actual connection of the lower units. The total process time
for data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data, generating the
drawing and rendering took 35 seconds.

Although the virtual model was

produced, it is evident that this type of form is improbable to be used in any
manner. A process of defining a set of limits where structural forms can be
formed in a virtual environment but are non constructible could be set at a later
stage but it is beyond the scope of this study.
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Test Dome b. No 4:
Hinge=81.469° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.15000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.45000 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.73913 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.73913 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=81.469° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.15000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.45000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.73913 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.73913 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=5.66800 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=5.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=8.724 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=8.724 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=1.05233 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=60.893° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=20.298° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=8.4734 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TD2-4. Isometric view of the above test.

The above combination gave a relatively smoother curvature in comparison to
the previous tests. There is a noticeably large (h) value and very small Lower
Bases which, at first glance, may case some structural stability issues for
compressive element slenderness.

The total process time for data insertion,

calculation, saving, transferring the data, generating the drawing and rendering
took 45 seconds.

Test Dome b. No 5:
Hinge=64.761° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.47140 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.41420 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.35925 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=0.35925 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=64.761° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.47140 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.41420 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.35925 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.35925 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
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Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=5.66800 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=5.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=9.308 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=9.308 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=1.42286 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=76.215° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=25.405° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=7.3570 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.

Figure TD2-5. Isometric view of the above test.

The above combination gave a smooth curvature also. Besides the large (h)
value and very small Lower Bases the UOR was adjusted to .471 instead of .8
that was the initial input. The curvature is critically high causing severe
overlapping effects even at a small number of units. The total process time for
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data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data, generating the model
and rendering took 52 seconds.

Test Dome b. No 6 – Random Value Test:
Hinge=75.964° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.25000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.25000 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.60000 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.40000 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=75.964° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.25000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.25000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.60000 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.40000 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.60600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=3.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=15.326 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=15.326 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=0.83474 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=3 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=3 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=27.963° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=9.321° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=31.6111 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.
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Figure TD2-6. Isometric view of the above test.

The above combination gave a relatively smooth curvature with minimal
overlap.

As conditions were not set to extremes, this turned to be a more

realistic configuration. The total process time for data insertion, calculation,
saving, transferring the data, generating the drawing and rendering took 45
seconds.
With the given data, it is safe to assume that this process may take a user less
than one minute to generate a first “draft” virtual model. Although it may take
a few cycles to finalize a design, and in some cases the tests produced
unsuccessful geometric results, the latter are not due to malfunction of the
program but due to data input.

This was anticipated and as the program

returned the messages informing the user that the input data produce negative
curvature, the results are considered successful. Also, in terms of design
automation this method has been successful.
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Tests 1.c. Hybrid Geometric Design Method
For the systematic method for the hybrid process, a set dimension of five (5)
units of length will be given for the UBW and the LBW will carry the value of
four (4. The height of the unit can have two set standard values of two (2) and
three (3) units of length. This will be the variation for the unit. As a variable in
the Structure dimensions, the Structure width can be set at forty (40), while a
value of ten (10) and seven (7) units of length will be assigned for the total
height of the structure. It is noted that the hybrid process is the most time
consuming and processor intensive due to the number of iterations that may
take place. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the results will modify the initial
input submitted by the user. Although for the dome form, the user has the
option to modify either the height of the unit or the Lower Base Width, the
option that will be taken will be to keep the unit geometry. This will allow
modifications to the overall structure geometry but the unit’s dimensions will
remain intact.

Test Dome c. No 1:
Hinge=73.956° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.28757 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.43785 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.54746 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.18985 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=73.956° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.28757 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
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ULO2=1.43785 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.54746 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.18985 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.60600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.99952 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=41.712 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=41.712 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.69906 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=92.325° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=10.260° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=24.7254 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.

Figure TD3-1a. Isometric view of the above test.

There is a relative deviation from the initial values given from the initial values
given to the structure. A ratio of 46.9% applies to the initial height and a
104.28% for the structure diameter. The fact that the result is lower in one
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direction and higher in the other signifies a successful compensating method in a
process set to achieve a result as close as possible to the initial objectives set.
Given the risk that the units may not be possible to be assembled in a way that
the overall structure objectives are met, a divergence at a scale of 50% should
still be considered very unsuccessful.
Besides the process that took place in this test, the resulting model is
significantly unsuccessful in terms of overlaps amongst the units. Specifically,
there is no justification in having overlaps at the middle of the structural form.
Therefore the code was checked and modifications took place to produce the
following result:42
Hinge=75.269° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.28757 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.43785 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.55331 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.21325 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=75.269° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.28757 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.43785 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.55331 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.21325 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.60600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.99952 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=40.254 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=40.254 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=10.13058 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
42

. The correction to the code was on an embedded process of the previous method within the
hybrid method.
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Number_of_Units_1=9 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=9 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=108.106° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=12.012° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=24.7254 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

There are significant differences in these results where the unit’s dimensions
remain intact and the structure dimensions are off by a factor of 1.3% and 0.6%.
These results are significantly close to the set objectives that it is doubtful any
further process could produce better results

Figure TD3-1b. Isometric view of the second test that was performed on this configuration
after the code was corrected.
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The overall geometry is rather steep with an angle of opening beyond the
experientially set limits of 45° to 50°.

Therefore, the large overlaps are

anticipated. The processing time was approximately 85 seconds.
Test Dome c. No 2:
Hinge=71.579° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.33306 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.66530 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.50031 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.00123 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=71.579° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.33306 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.66530 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.50031 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.00123 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.60600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.99952 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=31.943 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=31.943 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=7.78823 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=7 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle_of_Opening=105.993° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=15.142° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=19.8253 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.
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Figure TD3-2. Isometric view of the above test.

This test reveals a way the program compensates the conditions set by the user.
The unit dimensions were kept identical to the previous test; however, the total
height structure was reduced. The angle of opening is not much different but
the height is slightly above the set objective and the span is significantly below.
Two series of units were removed, making this a smaller structure. A series of
tests were done right after this one, using the previous method of defining the
number of units and the upper opening ratio, the UOR was set to 28% and a
series of units was added. The width of the structure became 37.3 and thus did
move toward the goal of 40, but by the same token the height was 7.8, i.e. more
distant form the goal of 7.

At situations like this it is up to the user to

determine and readjust conditions manually. The original processing time was
approximately 95 seconds and the following adjustment processes did not take
more than a couple of minutes for the numerical results. The model generation
within the CAD environment is virtually invariable.
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Test Dome c. No 3:
Hinge=75.520° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.25824 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.29120 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.58952 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.35809 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=75.520° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.25824 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.29120 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.58952 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.35809 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.21600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.99913 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=31.485 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=31.485 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=9.80388 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=8 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=118.718° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=14.840° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=19.8266 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.
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Figure TD3-3. Isometric view of the above test.

This test gave a relatively successful result. Due to some sets of limits that had
to be applied within the processing and the iterations, the final result was not as
good as it could get. The UOR was rounded to 0.261 within the method that is
based on the unit dimensions, and the end result was slightly closer to the
objectives set. Specifically, the span of the structure was 34.164 and the height
was 9.97, both of which are closer to the set objectives. The result the program
gave is not too distant though, especially given the fact that the difference in the
UOR is of the scale of 0.003. Maybe this can be adjusted within the parameters
of the algorithm, but more testing will need to be performed to verify that the
processing will not be orders of magnitude higher.
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Test Dome c. No 4:
Hinge=75.520° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.25825 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=1.29125 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.58951 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.35804 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=75.520° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.25825 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.29125 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.58951 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.35804 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=6.21600 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=5.00000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=4 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.99913 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=28.037 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=28.037 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=7.50078 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure
(exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=7 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=103.886° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=14.841° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=19.8252 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=NA -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.

Figure TD3-4. Isometric view of the above test.
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This test also yielded a moderate success. Similarly to the previous case, the
result was close to the optimum value that could be generated, but at a ratio of
±0.03 on the UOR, the structure dimensions could have been observably closer
to the goals set. The manual re-processing is not very time consuming. It was
timed between two and three minutes, after the generation of the generation of
the first result.
Overall this method may be the most useful but less precise than the preceding
methods. It is however much more efficient for a designer to use and then to try
to readjust the structure using the method based on the unit. The results are
not precisely as good as a configuration can be, but they are a good starting
point for a designer to alter and make a decision on a finely adjusted
configuration. Without the output of this process, adjusting a percentage value
for the UOR at random would be a very inefficient attempt.

In terms of

robustness, it is evident already that the absence of any need of iterations within
the process based on the unit dimensions, makes that the most reliable of the
three already tested. It can also be suggested that for all the final adjustments
made to the structure, the designer may use the method based on the unit size
rather than any alternative.
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Vault Formation Tests
Having already drawn several conclusions from the previous series of tests, the
tests of the vault and slab formations can be focused not on the level of
efficiency of the processes – that is already established – but on the level of
effectiveness of each method; i.e. if the method generates correct results or not.
The timing and the number of recycling a user may need is considered a drawn
conclusion already as the concepts are identical; the processes differ only to the
extent of the mathematical formulae that generate the virtual structural models.
It should also be noted that the problem of overlapping units is not present in
any of the two following processes, so an unlikely virtual model with unit
overlaps will signify a substantial error in the programs. Two tests will be drawn
for each method, using random values.
Tests Vault a. Geometric Design Method Based on Structure Size
Test Vault a. No 1:
Hinge=84.289° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.10000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.31368 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.81818 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.99626 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=5.711° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.39077 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.22578 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.33757 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.82363 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.45605 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=4.16031 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=3.13683 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.43987782631848 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
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h=2 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=16.84 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=15.00 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.98 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=6 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=5 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=141.216° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=23.536° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=7.5429 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV1-1. Isometric view of the above test.

The first test was performed smoothly without any error messages either within
the SDTFDU or within the CAD environment. The resulting calculations yield
a very satisfactory result and a reasonably formed structure that a user can
anticipate to be constructed without major issues. The difference of 0.02 units
of length on the Structure height occurs due to the set limits within the iterative
process and in terms of magnitude it can be considered insignificant. The total
process time for data insertion, calculation, saving, transferring the data,
generation of the model and anti-alias ray-trace rendering took 37 seconds and
this justifies what was anticipated based on the results of the dome forms.
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Test Vault a. No 2:
Hinge=84.289° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.10000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.45408 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.81818 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.88975 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=5.711° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.22779 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.03433 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.60697 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=2.14376 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.29012 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=5.64687 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=4.54081 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=3.5319211183027 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=18.63 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=25.00 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.99 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=6 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=4 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=90.595° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=15.099° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=17.2101 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis.
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Figure TV1-2. Isometric view of the above test.

The second test was performed as smoothly as the first one. Compared to the
previous test, it shows no significant differences in terms of dimensions set by
the user and final dimensions resulting after the process, nor any timing or
procedural issues.

Test Vault a. No 3:
The third test was performed caused a program failure to the SDTFDU giving a
Run-time error “5” for invalid procedure call or argument. It was evident that
the UOR value had been too high; causing an impossible UOR2 value that
would be applied on the other axis. The initial UOR was given a value of 75%.
Another test was performed with a value of 65%, which also caused a computer
program failure. Coincidentally, the third randomly reduced value of 30% gave
a result that would generate a model. It was however evident that the very large
openings of the order of 35% on one axis and 68% on the other, were not
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assuring. The user can anticipate relatively large deformations due to those large
openings.

Hinge=73.301° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.30000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.87111 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.53846 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.43726 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=16.699° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.67758 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.96748 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.09163 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.24457 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.54818 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=4.15435 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.90371 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.66920389489819 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=17.54 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=15.00 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.94 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=6 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=5 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=148.970° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=24.828° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=6.8293 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TV1-3. Isometric view of the above test.

Although the geometric configuration is

successful, very large openings between the units are noticed.

After this test was performed and the initial erroneous result or failure of the
program was observed, it is suggested that the SDFDU code be analyzed on that
process, and a warning message to be activated whenever the equations may give
imaginary numbers, before the program fails. This will allow the user to modify
the objective data so that a process takes place without errors. Due to the errors
that occurred, the process took approximately five minutes to generate the above
shown result.

Test Vault a. No 4:
Based on the previous tests, the results of the fourth test were as anticipated,
similar to the third. A similar set of adjustments was manually performed and
the end result was the generation of a geometry with relatively large openings:
Hinge=73.301° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.30000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
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ULO=1.27976 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.53846 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=2.11150 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=16.699° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.45906 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.95830 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.35022 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.37335 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.33927 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=5.71103 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=4.26588 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=3.92135979484522 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=18.78 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=25.00 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.98 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=6 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=4 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=93.094° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=15.516° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=16.3291 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV1-4. Isometric view of the above test. Based on the previous tests, the geometric
configuration was anticipated to have large openings.
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Tests Vault. b. Geometric Design Method Based on Unit Dimensions
It is anticipated that the method based on the unit dimensions will exhibit the
most robust behavior. The variation in the input data may be applied to the
UOR2 and to the unit height (h). An Upper Base Width of 2.4 and a lower
Base Width of 2.0 units o length were used. Those are to be combined with
values of h of 1 and 2 units of length and UOR of 20% and 50%.

Test Vault b. No 1:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.48000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66612 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.33223 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.02579 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.11675 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.20001 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=24.48 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=19.51 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=0.71 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=10 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=16.978° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma Sigma=2.122° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=65.8124 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV2-1. Isometric view of the above test indicates very limited curvature of the model.

As anticipated, the first test was performed smoothly without any error messages
either within the SDTFDU or within the CAD environment.

The resulting

calculations yield a relatively flat structural form of only 16°. Data processing
time was comparable to the other tests.

Test Vault b. No 2:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.48000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66612 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.33223 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
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Offset=0.02579 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.81105 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.50000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=24.48 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=19.56 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=0.34 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=10 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=8.150° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=1.019° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=137.1083 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV2-2. Isometric view of the above test indicates a clearly low curvature of the model,
like the previous test.

The second test was also performed smoothly and without any error messages
either within the SDTFDU or within the CAD environment.

The resulting

calculations yield a very flat structural form which at approximately 8˚
approaches a flatness of slab form. Data processing time was also comparable to
the other tests.
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Test Vault b. No 3:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.40000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.96000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.37812 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.75623 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.26579 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.11675 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.20001 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=25.85 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=13.47 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=5.98 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=10 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=172.931° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and
the max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=21.616° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=6.3706 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV2-3. Isometric view of the above test indicates a much higher curvature model.
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As initially suggested, the variation in this test would have been in the UOR.
The initial 50% UOR gave a very large total angle of opening, beyond the limits
of a semi circle.

Although in a virtual environment this could have been

acceptable, it was considered unrealistic. Thus, the UOR was altered to 40%. It
is worth noticing however, how much difference that change of 10% of the UOR
can cause, from an angle of approximately 16˚, to an angle close to 180˚.
Besides this conclusion in the behavior of the geometry, the program performed
seamlessly and the model was generated in what is by now an anticipated
amount of time less than one minute.
Test Vault b. No 4:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.40000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.96000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.37812 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.75623 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.26579 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.81105 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.50000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=25.85 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=18.52 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=3.36 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=8 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=10 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=83.773° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma Sigma=10.472° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=13.2953 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV2-4. Isometric view of the above test.

The extension of the height of the units produced a flattening of the total angle
of opening. As it was anticipated, this series of tests were performed smoothly
without any error messages either within the SDTFDU or within the CAD
environment. This draws the conclusion that the safest method of achieving
results is this one that is based on the main unit geometry and the UOR set for
the connections. Although it is not applicable for all the possible scenarios, so
far it is proven to be a robust and reliable method for a user to apply in case an
initial result is given from another method and final adjustments need to take
place.
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Tests Vault c. Hybrid Geometric Design Method
It is anticipated that the method based on the unit dimensions will exhibit the
most flimsy and delicate processing behavior. This is due to the number of
iterations that are performed, and the fact that the algorithm is set to actually
apply numerical figures in a manner identical to a decision making process
during every iteration. The option of altering the unit dimensions is not offered
for the vault configuration; a process that has was available but was not applied
for the formal testing of the dome form either. The variation in the input data
may be applied to the UOR2 and to the unit height (h).

For reasons of

consistency with the previous tests, similar values will be used. An Upper Base
Width of 2.4 and a lower Base Width of 2.0 units of length were used. Those
are to be combined with values of h of 1 and 2 units of length. Variation in
UOR is not an option as this process is actually calculating the UOR. Therefore,
the structure dimensions will be given: Span will be given 25 and 15 units of
length and height will be 5 units of length. Structure objective length will be
given as 18 units of length.

Test Vault c. No 1:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
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Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.34625 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.83100 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.45551 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.91102 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.20129 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.04534 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=17.84 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=13.69 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.56 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=7 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=134.76° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=19.685° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=7.0161 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV3-1. Isometric view of the above test. A well arranged curvature generated flawlessly
within the SDTFDU and the CAD environment.

The first test was performed smoothly no error messages either within the
SDTFDU or within the CAD environment. Timing for the calculations, the
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generation of a structure within the virtual environment and the anti-alias
rendering of the structure was less than one minute.
Test Vault c. No 2:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.52180 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=1.25233 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.20272 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=0.40543 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.41195 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.50344 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=18.96 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=13.92 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.64 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=7 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=134.76° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=20.135° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary
axis
RAX=6.8406 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TV3-2. Isometric view of the above test. A well arranged curvature generated flawlessly
within the SDTFDU and the CAD environment.

The second test of the hybrid method, identically to the first one, generated no
errors and gave no error messages either within the SDTFDU or within the CAD
environment. The model was generated very quickly – less than one minute –
like almost all processes tested to this point; even though it would be justifiable
for the hybrid method of the vault process to take the longest period given the
fact that it is set by the longest number of equations and it could take the largest
amount if iterations that may be performed in any method.

Test Vault c. No 3:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.24629 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.59109 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.59946 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.19891 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
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Offset=0.08133 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.04534 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=17.33 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=24.55 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.92 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=11 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=87.21° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=8.020° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=17.3865 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV3-3. Isometric view of the above test. A very smooth curvature was created for the
above test model although the virtual model is incomplete.

In this case there is a problem with the fact that eleven units were supposed to
be applied along the primary axis, however, due to the limitations of the VBA
Applet (see page 89) the maximum of nine units were used. This problem can
be resolved by adding an extension module or a public command routine within
the applet. Nevertheless, once this part of the structure is formed already, a user
can always add the remaining units manually.
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This rare occasion where a

number of units higher than nine may be necessary on the curvilinear axis was
noted in Chapter V as an infrequently anticipated problem.

The timing is

always similar although the manual addition of the non build units suggests that
a least another five (5) to ten (10) minutes may be necessary for a moderately
experienced user to complete the structure within the virtual environment.
Nonetheless, the automated–preset rotation of views within the CAD
environment will allow an experienced user to complete the structure within a
time frame significantly smaller.

Test Vault c. No 4:
Hinge=79.879° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.17851 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.42843 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.69706 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.39411 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=10.121° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.24629 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.59109 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.59946 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.19891 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=0.08133 -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes
place for vault configuration
Lc=3.04534 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.40000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=2.00000 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=1.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=17.33 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=24.55 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=4.92 -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=11 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=7 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=87.21° -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma Sigma=8.020° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=17.3865 -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TV3-4. Isometric view of the above test. A very smooth curvature was created for the
above test model although the virtual model is incomplete, like the previous case.

In this case we see, like the previous, the problem with the number of units
applied is evidenced. It can be concluded that a few additions or adjustments to
the VBA Applet can take place in order to accommodate a larger number of
units on the curved axes.

Overall, the programs performed well, with the

minimal errors and they are ready to be applied for further experiments and
research in the topic.

Tests 3. Slab Formation Tests
The slab formation is such that a hybrid method can not be generated because
there is no possibility of variable curvature. The curvature factor is taken for
granted as null.

This parameter simplifies the processes of form finding

significantly and allows the elimination of iterative processes in both methods.
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The simpler character of the processes suggests that a few random tests will be
adequate for the purpose of verifying their functionality.

Test 3. a. Geometric Design Method Based on Structure Size
Hinge=78.690° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.20000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.39223 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=0.66667 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.10940 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=78.690° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.20000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.39223 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=0.66667 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.10940 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=3.10087 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=1.96116 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.66410058867569 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=2.00000 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=40.00000 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=40.00000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=NA -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=20 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=20 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=NA -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=0.000° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=infinite -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis
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Figure TS1. Isometric view of the above test. Since there is no limitation in this configuration,
a very large number of units was applied.

Test 3. b. Geometric Design Method Based on Unit Dimensions
Hinge=90.000° -- Hinge is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge
UOR=0.00000 -- UOR is the Upper Opening Ratio
ULO=0.00000 -- ULO is the Upper Length Opening
LOR=1.00000 -- LOR is the Lower Opening Ratio
LLO=1.55563 -- LLO is the Lower Length Opening
Hinge2=90.000° -- Hinge2 is the angle between the centers of two units w.r.to the upper base
edge along the second axis
UOR2=0.00000 -- UOR2 is the Upper Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
ULO2=0.00000 -- ULO2 is the Upper Length Opening along the secondary axis
LOR2=1.00000 -- LOR2 is the Lower Opening Ratio along the secondary axis
LLO2=1.55563 -- LLO2 is the Lower Length Opening along the secondary axis
Offset=NA -- Offset is distance away from the center point of a unit where rotation takes place
for vault configuration
Lc=2.53905 -- Lc is the Length of the bar under compression
UBW=2.20000 -- UBW is the Upper Base Width
LBW=1.5556349186104 -- LBW is the Lower Base Width
h=0.62990 -- h is the height of the unit
Length=44 -- Length is the length of the total structure
Span=44.00000 -- Span is the width of the total structure
Structure Height=NA -- Structure Height is the maximum height of the structure (exterior)
Number_of_Units_1=20 -- Number of Units 1 is the number of units along the primary axis
Number_of_Units_2=20 -- Number of Units 2 is the number of units along the secondary axis
Angle of Opening=NA -- Angle of Opening is the angle that determines the width and the
max. height of the structure along the primary axis
Gamma Sigma=0.000° -- Gamma Sigma is the angle between two units along the primary axis
RAX=infinite -- RAX is the radius of the structure along the primary axis
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Gamma_Sigma_2=NA -- Gamma Sigma 2 is the angle between two units along the secondary
axis
RAX2=infinite -- RAX2 is the radius of the structure along the secondary axis

Figure TS2. Detail view of the above test.

By mere chance, the initial input values were

UBW=2 and LBW=1.2. This would not work as the LBW<√2/2*UBW. The LBW was
automatically readjusted and the end result produces a typical arrangement of the
configuration of Motro.
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